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       https://t.me/TheHindu_Zone_official EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE THE HINDU SUNDAY, JULY 21, 2019 DELHI NEWS 11 EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE Paradise in peril: Western tourists give a wide berth to Kashmir after Pulwama Major nations continue to advise their citizens against travelling to the Valley; against 13 lakh tourists in 2016, the ﬁ�rst six months of 2019 recorded just 3.54 lakh Peerzada Ashiq due to terrorism and civil northern India at short ﬁ�vemonth agitation in 2016. tourism industry in the domestic tourists to incon Srinagar unrest, ” the U.S. State De notice.” It was only after the Pul State. According to the State venience,” said Manzoor Even ﬁ�ve months after the partment said in its travel It warns that terrorists are wama suicide blast on Fe Tourism Department, Pakthoon, head of J&K Tou Pulwama attack, major advisory dated March 8 and “very likely to try to carry bruary 14 that many coun against foreign tourist arriv rism Alliance, a trade group Western countries continue posted on its website. It urg out attacks in India”. “There tries, which had earlier als of 9,517; 2,360; and 3,031 ing. to advise their citizens es American citizens to have been recent media re eased curbs on travel to Sri for April, May and June in against travelling to the avoid travel to “within 10 km ports suggesting Daesh (for nagar and the neighbouring 2018, the numbers has fallen ‘Looking at Sri Lanka’ Kashmir Valley, aﬀ�ecting the of the IndiaPakistan border merly referred to as ISIL) tourist destinations of Gul to 8,167; 1,293; and 2,669 for “We need to have tourism State’s tourismreliant eco due to the potential for may have an interest in at marg, Sonamarg and Pahal the corresponding months police on the highways to nomy severely. armed conﬂ�ict”. tacking targets in India,” it gam, had advised against vi this year. “These tourists ensure tourists are not ha France, Germany, Cana says. sits to the Valley. mainly travel from South rassed, lest we face a major da, Australia, the U.K. and Heightened tensions There are similar adviso At least 40 CRPF jawans east Asia,” said an oﬃ�cial. dent to tourism economy,” the U.S., from which high The U.K.’s Foreign and Com ries from Canada, France were killed in the attack, Against 13 lakh tourists he added. spending tourists used to vi monwealth Oﬃ�ce advised Idle shikaras: Houseboats wait for tourists on the Dal Lake in and Germany, which, in the which almost brought India who travelled to Kashmir in “We are analysing Sri sit the scenic valley, have de against all travel to: “Jammu Srinagar. NISSAR AHMAD * past, had lowered the dan and Pakistan to the brink of 2016, the ﬁ�rst six months of Lanka tourism’s campaign cided to maintain their advi and Kashmir, with the ex ger level on its travel adviso a conﬂ�ict after the two nu 2019 recorded just 3.54 lakh. [launched after the April sories on Kashmir at the ception of (i) travel within ly updates its advisories, ex heightened tensions bet ries to “green” for Srinagar cleararmed nations de “The strict security mea blasts in the island nation],” “highest danger” level. the city of Jammu, (ii) travel plained the rationale for its ween India and Pakistan, and “orange” for the Valley. ployed their Air Forces in li sures on the highways for State Tourism Secretary Rig “Do not travel to: The by air to the city of Jammu, curbs on travel to the State particularly across the Line An oﬃ�cial said France mited operations. the Amarnath Yatra this zin Samphel said. “They state of Jammu and Kashmir and (iii) travel within the re by saying: “Following a ter of Control. There may be had categorised Srinagar as The adverse travel adviso year have not only shooed came out with an impressive (except the eastern Ladakh gion of Ladakh”. rorist attack in Pulwama on disruption to air travel in “green” (free to go) for its ci ries have proved detrimen away prospective foreign campaign that has been well region and its capital, Leh) The oﬃ�ce, which regular 14 February, there are Jammu and Kashmir and tizens immediately after the tal to an already moribund tourists but even put the received.” Kashmir issue will be solved: Rajnath Draft education policy robs No power on the earth can stop it, says Defence Minister on the 20th anniversary of the Kargil War States of power, says CPI(M) Special Correspondent The Defence Minister paid Srinagar tributes to the soldiers killed It encourages centralisation and commercialisation: Yechury Defence Minister Rajnath in the 1999 Kargil War at a Singh on Saturday said the memorial in Drass sector. Special Correspondent that the draft had robbed the learning needs and circum Kashmir problem was He was accompanied by NEW DELHI States by creating “an exces stances that require “bound to be solved”. The Union Minister Jitendra The draft National Educa sively centralised structure nuanced policy responses,” Minister is in Jammu and Singh, Chief of the Army tion Policy contravenes the of authority” and vesting ov it said. Kashmir on the 20th anni Staﬀ� General Bipin Rawat Constitution and the federal erarching powers with the Mr. Yechury also opposed versary of the Kargil War. and General Oﬃ�cer Com system, according to the PMled Rashtriya Shiksha the “elitist and procorpo “Kashmir ki samasya ka mandinginChief (Northern Communist Party of India Aayog (RSA). rate” thrust of the policy, hal ho ke raheyga, duniya ki Command) Lt. Gen. Ranbir (Marxist). claiming that it would en koi taqat nahi rok sakti hai Singh, said a Defence In a letter to the Human Onesizeﬁ�tsall solution sure the “centralisation, (Resolution of the Kashmir spokesman. Resource Development Mi “States are expected to func commercialisation and com issue is bound to happen and The Defence Minister also nister on Saturday, party tion merely as locallevel un munalisation of the Indian no power on earth can stop visited Veer Bhoomi and the general secretary Sitaram its of the RSA, without hav education system”. He it),” Mr. Singh said in Kathua, Hut of Remembrance, which Yechury called for the com ing the freedom to establish called for wider consulta where he inaugurated the are located on the memorial plete withdrawal of the their own priorities or posi tions before the policy was Ujh and Basantar bridges premises. chapter recommending the tion themselves critically ﬁ�nalised. built by the Border Roads Token of appreciation: Defence Minister Rajnath Singh meeting Army personnel at the Kargil Mr. Singh also dedicated centralisation of powers in against the policies of the He observed that the draft Organisation. War Memorial at Drass on Saturday. NISSAR AHMAD * to the nation a Memory education governance. Centre,” said the letter. policy had set up an ambi Lane, which displays infor The Constitution puts “The RSA hierarchy of de tious gross enrolment ratio Tourism pitch said. The Minister said the Referring to his appeals of door on the members of the mation on a few important education in the Concurrent cisionmaking is an insult to target of 50% by 2035, but “If somebody does not want Centre intended to make talks to separatists during delegation. “The new go battles that took place in Kar List, giving authority and the federal character of our hoped that the target would a solution through talks, Kashmir “not only the para the NDA government’s pre vernment’s focus is only on gil. He later interacted with responsibility to both the Constitution... it imposes be achieved without binding then we know very well how dise of India but also a tou vious tenure, Mr. Singh said speedy development and the soldiers deployed in the States and the Centre. Ho uniformity and onesizeﬁ�ts the Union government to a solution can be found,” he rist paradise of the world”. the Hurriyat had shut its prosperity of J&K,” he said. sector. wever, Mr. Yechury alleged all solutions on a diversity of funding commitments. Release our sailors, India tells Iran New Delhi reaches out to Tehran over 18 seamen on board detained oil tanker Suhasini Haidar retaliation for the seizure NEW DELHI of an Iranian tanker Grace 1 India has reached out to the Iranian government to < > Our [Embassy] is in touch with the oﬀ� Gibraltar by British forc es earlier this month. The help release 18 Indian crew Government of Iran to oil tanker is alleged to have members on board the secure the early release violated U.S. sanctions on British oil tanker seized by and repatriation of Syria. Four Indians among Iranian forces in the Straits Indian nationals the crew on board the ves of Hormuz, the govern Raveesh Kumar sel were detained but later ment said here on Spokesperson, MEA freed on bail without Saturday. charges. “We are ascertaining The seizures of both further details on the inci protect them. “Based on According to the Iranian tankers in the past few dent. Our [Embassy] is in the goodwill which exists government, the Stena Im- weeks highlight one more touch with the Govern between Iran and India, pero was involved in a colli aspect of how India is being ment of Iran to secure the the two countries protect sion with a smaller Iranian aﬀ�ected by growing ten early release and repatria the nationals of the other ﬁ�shing boat in the Straits, sions between the U.S. and tion of Indian nationals,” side, and this is not a mat which the IRGC called a its allies, and Iran. Indian said External Aﬀ�airs Minis ter of concern,” said a se “violation of international sailors on various ships are try spokesperson Raveesh nior embassy oﬃ�cial when regulations”. “After it was under threat from the tit Kumar, a day after the Ira asked by The Hindu about seized, it was transferred to fortat actions on the high nian Revolutionary Guard the fate of the Indians on Iranian shores to undergo seas, along with the lakhs Corps (IRGC) soldiers board the cargo vessel. legal procedure,” the IRG of Indians living in the Gulf boarded and seized the Ste- The ship’s captain and 17 said in a statement. region who would face the na Impero. other crew members de consequences of any open tained on board are In Gibraltar incident conﬂ�ict. For the past few ‘Will protect them’ dians, said an Iranian oﬃ� The Stena Impero is owned weeks, Indian air carriers The Iranian Embassy in cial, quoted by news by a Swedish company, have avoided overﬂ�ying Delhi said it did not have agencies. The oﬃ�cial listed Sten Bulk, but was ﬂ�ying parts of Iranian airspace af further information on the ﬁ�ve others with Russian, the British ﬂ�ag. U.K. oﬃ� ter American FAA stric charges against the Indians Philippines and Latvian cials say they believe that tures, which has already arrested, but Iran would nationalities. the seizure by Iran was in meant crores in losses. Pakistan troops violate ceaseﬁ�re again Special Correspondent Srinagar A civilian was injured in fresh ceaseﬁ�re violation by Pakistani troops in the Pir Panjal valley’s Poonch dis trict on Saturday, the Army said. An Army spokesman said Pakistani troops in itiated unprovoked cease ﬁ�re violation around 9 a.m. by ﬁ�ring small arms and shelling with mortars along the Line of Control in Mendhar Sector, Mankote and Krishna Ghati. Zaﬀ�ar Ullah Khan, a de puty sarpanch in Mankote tehsil, was injured when a shell exploded in the area. The Army personnel manning the LoC retaliated strongly, the spokesman said. CM https://t.me/SSC4Exams YK https://t.me/Banking4Exams https://t.me/UPSC4Exams https://t.me/TheHindu_Zone_official EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE 12 WORLD DELHI THE HINDU SUNDAY, JULY 21, 2019 EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE Iran defends seizure of U.K. oil tanker Pak. ruling party’s tweets spark Tehran says the vessel collided with an Iranian ﬁ�shing boat after ignoring distress call fresh censorship concerns Reuters Geneva/London A hostile act, PTI asks scribes to practise journalism, not ‘agenda’ Britain denounced the Ira nian seizure of a British says U.K. Mehmal Sarfraz Lahore ﬂ�agged oil tanker in the Gulf as a ”hostile act” on Satur Reuters On July 16, the oﬃ�cial Twit London day, rejecting Tehran’s expla ter handle of the ruling Pa nation that it had seized the Britain denounced the Ira kistan TehreekeInsaf (PTI) vessel because it had been nian seizure of a British sparked oﬀ� a fresh debate on involved in an accident. ﬂ�agged oil tanker in the censorship under the pre Friday’s action by Iranian Gulf as a ”hostile act” on sent regime when it sent out Revolutionary Guards in the Saturday, rejecting Teh a dozen tweets on media global oil trade’s most impor ran’s explanation that it ethics, using the hashtag tant waterway has been had seized the vessel be #JournalismNotAgenda. viewed in the West as a ma cause it had been involved The content of the tweets jor escalation in three in an accident. conﬁ�rmed that PTI’s media months of confrontation that Defence Secretary Pen managers have a murky un took Iran and the United ny Mordaunt called the in derstanding of state, citizen Rights, duties and censorship: A protest by Pakistani States to the brink of war. It cident a “hostile act”. Fo ship, media and the comple journalists in Karachi this month against censorship. * AP came two weeks after Britain reign Secretary Jeremy mentary way they function seized an Iranian tanker oﬀ� Hunt said he had ex in a democracy, said politi vernment’s aim was to en tain journalists critical of the Gibraltar accused of violat pressed “extreme disap cal analyst Salman Zaidi, gage media in a “productive establishment. ing sanctions on Syria, an ac pointment” by phone to speaking to The Hindu. and constructive tion that prompted numer his counterpart, Moham “Whether or not these discussion”. History of attacks ous Iranian threats to mad Javad Zarif. Britain al tweets represent the Prime “We will never stand for “They fear that such critical retaliate. so summoned the Iranian Minister’s views... the PM is curbs on media but yes, we journalistic work can expose A spokesman for Iran’s Re charge d’aﬀ�aires. not known to rein in federal do feel that some journalists failures of the party and can volutionary Guards, Briga CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC Ministers when they behave only talk about speciﬁ�c agen also push minds of party dierGeneral Ramezan Sha like trolls,” he said. da, use speciﬁ�c language. workers to think rationally. rif, said Tehran had seized the ship in the Strait of Hor Saudi to host Pointing out that many of the tweets invoked “defence We feel that journalists should tell the truth and not PTI supporters have a histo ry of attacking media houses muz despite the “resistance and interference” of a British U.S. troops and security”, Mr. Zaidi said that with an increased secur follow an agenda... This hashtag wasn’t for journal and journalists and PTI trolls are known for their abusive warship which had been es itisation of the public sector ists but for those with agen and threatening tweets and Agence France-Presse corting it. Riyadh apparatus, fundamental das...,” added Mr. Kamran. posts against media houses Iran’s Fars news agency freedoms were being de However, journalist Bena in general and individual said the Guards had taken Saudi Arabia has decided ﬁ�ned in terms of security. zir Shah told The Hindu that critical journalists in partic control of the Stena Impero to host U.S. troops in a joint such tweets are not just “ir ular,” said Mr. Noorani. on Friday after it collided move with Washington to Freedoms under threat responsible,” they are out He added that he was not with an Iranian ﬁ�shing boat boost regional security, the “Dictatorships upend media right “dangerous” and put sure whether the Twitter on whose distress call it kingdom’s Defence Minis freedoms, and the PTI may reporters and news organi slaught was ordered by the ignored. try said. want to think about the lega sations at risk. “Recently, si party’s top leadership, “Based on mutual coop cy it builds as a party seek milar messages targeting the though the tweets were sent 23 crew members eration between Saudi Ara ing reelection. Not only are freedom of press have come through the PTI’s oﬃ�cial The vessel, carrying no car of the ship anchored at sea, copter oﬀ� Gibraltar to seize ing to come up short in bia and the United States of the ‘directives’ issued in the from other state organisa handle. “I know for a fact go, was taken to the Iranian its name clearly visible. Ira the Grace 1 Iranian tanker on reciprocating”. America, and their desire name of security rather chil tions as well. Those in Pakis that not all Twitter and Face port of Bandar Abbas. It nian Foreign Minister told July 4, a number of Iranian Operator Stena Bulk said to enhance everything that dish, they come from a party tan who still care about an book accounts introducing would remain there with its his British counterpart Jere oﬃ�cials had threatened to on Friday the tanker had could preserve the security whose own track for mud independent and free press, themselves as of PTI are be 23 crew members — 18 of my Hunt that the ship must retaliate. After maintaining been “in full compliance of the region and its stabili slinging, defaming, name and their right to informa ing run by PTI supporters.” them Indians — while the ac go through a legal process silence for more than a with all navigation and inter ty... King Salman gave his calling and irresponsible tion, should be concerned Mr. Kamran said the party cident was investigated, Ira before it could be released, week, Iran’s Supreme Lead national regulations”, but approval to host American statements is rather well about the PTI’s authoritar had two kinds of tweeters. nian news agencies quoted Iran’s INSA news agency re er, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei could not be contacted. On forces,” a Ministry spokes known,” he said. ian impulses,” she said. “One, who are members of the head of Ports and Mari ported. called the British action “pi Saturday, it said that it was man was quoted by state Underscoring that some Senior journalist Ahmad our team, who sign our code time Organisation in south France, Germany and the racy”. A senior politician preparing a request to visit news agency SPA as saying. of the tweets were misun Noorani told The Hindu that of conduct... We monitor ern Hormozgan province, Al European Union joined Bri and Revolutionary Guards the crew. The vessel had Saudi Arabia has not derstood by journalists, Mu the tweets were posted to them so we know that they lahmorad Aﬁ�ﬁ�pour, as tain in condemning the commander, Major General been heading to a port in hosted U.S. forces since hammad Kamran, opera harass journalists, make don’t do anything unethical. saying. seizure. Mohsen Rezai, said on Twit Saudi Arabia and suddenly 2003 when they withdrew tions head of the PTI’s them fall in line and to give a The other set is of suppor Iran’s semioﬃ�cial Tasnim Since British Royal Ma ter that Iran was not looking changed course after passing following the end of the oﬃ�cial social media team, message to party followers ters who are not in our news agency posted a video rines abseiled from a heli for war, “but we are not go through the strait. war with Iraq. told The Hindu that the go that they shouldn’t trust cer control.” ELSEWHERE Pak. PM Imran Khan begins U.S. visit China stresses need for united trade front Terror, Afghan peace process, ties with India to be discussed Ugly path of unilaterialism has aﬀ�ected economic stability, says envoy to India Press Trust of India Pakistani doctor Shakil Afri Atul Aneja ChinaIndia collaboration. Islamabad di during his meeting with Beijing Asked to comment on the Pakistan Prime Minister Im Mr. Khan. Dr. Afridi had Ahead of the next informal trade gap between the two ran Khan on Saturday left for helped the CIA track down summit between Prime Mi countries, he said China his maiden trip to the U.S. to Osama bin Laden. nister Narendra Modi and “highly values” India’s con have facetoface talks with “This is an extremely im Chinese President Xi Jinp cerns. He pointed out that President Donald Trump portant issue to the Presi ing, China has ﬂ�agged its in from last year, China had in and reboot bilateral dent and the American peo terest in partnering India for creased imports of Indian relations. ple. I think Pakistan could building a united front of rice and sugar, along with Hong Kong actor stabbed Mr. Khan is undertaking demonstrate its leadership emerging economies and de stepping up the review and in mainland China the threeday trip on the in role in the region and among veloping countries to coun approval process for Indian BEIJING vitation of Mr. Trump, and is the international communi ter trade headwinds. pharmaceutical products. Hong Kong actor Simon Yam to be joined by Army chief Pakistan’s Prime Minister ty by freeing Dr. Afridi, who Amid a spiraling trade war Laying out the agenda: China’s new Ambassador to India Sun On the resolution of the was stabbed in the stomach Gen. Qamar Javed Bajwa and Imran Khan. REUTERS* remains unjustly impri with the U.S., Ambassador Weidong addressing Indian media in Beijing on Friday. PTI * border issue, Mr. Sun reiter while appearing on stage for a promotional event in ISI chief Lt. Gen. Faiz soned in Pakistan,” the oﬃ� designate to India, Sun Wei ated that the dialogue southern China on Saturday. Hameed. about the steps he has taken cial told reporters on Friday. dong, told Indian journalists countries because it also multilateralism and globali among the Special Represen A man ran onto the stage and Diplomatic sources said to normalise relations with In an interview to Voice of on Friday that “the ugly path based on the international sation. He pointed out that tatives of the two countries, stabbed and slashed the that issues like the Afghan India, especially after the America, the lawyer and fa of unilateralism and protec order that they rely on,” he the scale and impact of this which began in 2003, had veteran actor, video peace process, Pakistan go Pulwama terror attack in mily members of Dr. Afridi tionism has now aﬀ�ected the observed. initiative should echo the yielded the political princi broadcast on local media vernment’s action against Kashmir. expressed hope that Mr. growth and stability of the Seeking a bigger partner success of Panchsheel. ples guiding the resolution showed. Mr. Yam was terrorism and terror ﬁ�nanc Trump and Mr. Khan would world economy.” ship with India on a global The Chinese envoy of the boundary row. Be receiving treatment at a local ing and restoration of mili Doctor’s release sought discuss his release. scale, Mr. Sun said on the eve ﬂ�agged the reform of the sides, “the basic principle of hospital and his wounds are tary aid to Pakistan would be Meanwhile, a senior Trump The U.S. has been repeat Seeks bigger partnership of his departure to New Del World Trade Organisation, a package planned though not life-threatening, the local the highlights of the trip. administration oﬃ�cial said edly requesting Pakistan to “This will surely have an im hi that China and India had a the defence of the UN sys mutual adjustment to re Huoju Development Zone Mr. Khan is also expected on Friday that Mr. Trump free Dr. Afridi, said the se pact on the emerging mar “historical” duty to become tem, cybersecurity, and cli solve the boundary issue” police said. AFP to brief President Trump will seek the release of jailed nior administration oﬃ�cial. kets and the developing frontrunners in protecting mate change as the areas of had been identiﬁ�ed. DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD Pregnant black lawmaker claims ‘El Chapo’ begins life Bangladesh Hindu activist SUDOKU she was abused at U.S. store to be tried for sedition term at prison Had sought U.S. help on minority rights Erica Thomas was asked to ‘go back to where she came from’ Agence France-Presse New York Special correspondent Associated Press Trump tweeted that four Mexican drug lord Joaquin New Delhi Mabelton Congresswomen of colour, ‘El Chapo’ Guzman was Internal issues of Bangla A pregnant AfricanAmeri including U.S. Representa locked up on Friday at the desh are for its own citizens can lawmaker in Georgia tive Ilhan Omar of Minneso ADX federal maximum se to deal with, a group of civil said she was verbally at ta, should go back to the curity prison in the State of society activists said on Sa tacked in a supermarket on “broken and crime infested” Colorado, where he will turday after human rights Friday by a middleaged countries they came from. spend the rest of his days. worker Priya Saha raised white man who used profan In Ms. Thomas’s video, “We can conﬁ�rm that... the issue of rights of minori ity, called her vulgar names she alludes to Mr. Trump’s Guzman is in the custody ties with U.S. President Do Bangladesh human rights and told her to “go back attacks. She never mentions of the Federal Bureau of nald Trump. activist Priya Saha. where you came from” as Georgia Representative Mr. Trump’s name but says, Prisons” at the Administra Awami League general se her nineyearold daughter Erica Thomas. AP * “There’s so much hate in tive Maximum site in Flo cretary Obaidul Quader said U.S. on the internal aﬀ�airs of looked on. this world and it’s being in rence, central Kansas, read Ms. Saha will be tried for se Bangladesh was growing Representative Erica Tho need to go back [to] where cited by our President every a short email from the pri dition upon her return. and called upon the Sheikh mas, a Democrat from Aus you came from’.” single day.” She said that it sons bureau. “There is an ongoing Hasina government to res tell, said the man was irate appeared the man had alrea Guzman, 62 former co drive to create communal tore the original secular that she was in an express Taken aback dy paid for his groceries leader of Mexico’s feared disturbance in noncommu Constitution, drafted after line with too many items. Ms. Thomas said she was when he approached her. Sinaloa drug cartel, was nal, democratic Bangladesh. the 1971 War. Solution to yesterday’s Sudoku Ms. Thomas said she was stunned by his anger. “I said, “He ran up on me and just convicted in February of The recent comments by Ms. Saha, who was in in a line for customers with ‘Sir, you don’t even know verbally assaulted me,” she smuggling hundreds of Priya Saha is part of a trend. Washington to participate in 10 items or less because she me. I’m not lazy. I’m nine said. At one point, Ms. Tho tons of cocaine, heroin, Our concerns are not for an event organised by the cannot stand for long pe months pregnant’.” Ms. Tho mas said, the man told her methamphetamine and any neighbour or a distant State Department from July riods of time. mas said she never identiﬁ�ed “You people are ignorant.” marijuana into the U.S. nation to deal with,” said 16 to 18, had alleged that “And this white man herself to the man as a pu Ms. Thomas said a store In a New York cour members of the Resistance Christians, Hindus and comes up to me and says, blic oﬃ�cial. She said she was employee at some point ap troom on Wednesday, he Group against Extremism Buddhists were disappear ‘You lazy son of a b****’,” she so taken aback by his actions proached the man and told was sentenced to life in pri and Communalism. ing from Bangladesh and said, sobbing as she de that she didn’t think to try to him to leave. She said she son, and sent to the noto called for support. scribed the confrontation in record them. believes store employees rious supermax prison Inﬂ�uence of India., U.S. “Please help us. We don’t a Facebook video. “He says, The incident came days were slow to respond to the nicknamed the “Alcatraz of The group indicated that the want to leave our country,” ‘You lazy son of a b****; you after President Donald assault. the Rockies.” inﬂ�uence of India and the she had said. CM A ND-NDE https://t.me/SSC4Exams YK https://t.me/Banking4Exams https://t.me/UPSC4Exams https://t.me/TheHindu_Zone_official EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE THE HINDU SUNDAY, JULY 21, 2019 DELHI BUSINESS 13 EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE It’s curtains for Aditya Birla HDFC Bank net up 21% on higher income Jet RP invites proposals for the sale of assets payments bank Savings, current account deposits fall below 40% for ﬁ�rst time in 12 quarters, retail loan growth slows SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT Assets include buildings, 14 aircraft < > Excluding NPAs bank increased 18.5% year Mumbai Mumbai PRESS TRUST OF INDIA from the agri onyear, while current and Within 18 months of start Private sector lender HDFC segment, gross savings account deposits NEW DELHI ing operations, the pay Bank reported a 21% increase grew by 12.8%. The resolution professional NPAs come to 1.17% ments bank of the Aditya in its net proﬁ�t to ₹�5,568.2 CASA deposits fell below (RP) of Jet Airways on Satur Birla Group has decided to crore for the quarter ended Provisions went up to 40% for the ﬁ�rst time in 12 day called for expressions of wind up operations citing June 30 driven by both core ₹�2,613.7 crore in Q1 from quarters, and were 39.7% of interest (EoIs) to sell the ‘unanticipated develop and noncore income. ₹�1,629.4 crore, of which total deposits as of June 30, grounded airline’s meagre ments in [the] business Net interest income, speciﬁ�c loan loss and contin 2019. assets by August 3. landscape.’ which is the diﬀ�erence bet gent provisions were ₹�2,413.5 In an advertisement post Aditya Birla Nuvo Ltd. ween interest earned and in crore as against ₹�1,432.2 Vehicle loans grow 8.3% ed on the airline’s website was one of the 11 entities terest expended, grew 22.9% crore for the corresponding While advances grew 17% and in newspapers, the RP, that had received a pay to ₹�13,294.3 crore, while oth quarter of the previous year. yearonyear, the vehicle Ashish Chhawchharia, ap The ﬁ�nal date for submis ments bank licence from er income increased 30.2% loan segment, where sales pointed by Jet Airways’ len sion of resolution plans of the RBI in August 2015. The to ₹�4,970.3 crore. General provisions volumes have seen some ders, has set a deadline of these applicants will be Sep bank began operations as Net interest margin for the The bank has made general moderation, saw advances August 3 for receipt of EoIs, tember 5, it added. Aditya Birla Idea Payments quarter remained stable at provisions of ₹�200.2 crore, grow 8.3% over the previous August 6 as the date of issue The estimated date for Bank from February, 2018. 4.3%. which include additional year, the bank said. of provisional list of pros submission of the resolution “This decision has been There was a gain of ₹�212 ratio for the quarter was at on end June as compared to provisions of ₹�85.9 crore for Retail loans grew 16.5% on pective resolution appli plan by the RP to the Nation taken due to unanticipated crore during the period un 39.4% as against 40.1% for 1.33% a year ago and 1.36% as standard advances to the the year, as compared to 19% cants and August 11 as the al Company Law Tribunal developments in the busi der review from sale of in the corresponding quarter of end March. NBFC and housing ﬁ�nance during the Jan.March pe last date of submission of for approval is September ness landscape that have vestments as compared to a ended June 30, 2018,” the Excluding nonperform sector. riod, while domestic whole objections. 20. The airline’s assets in made the economic model loss of ₹�283.2 crore during bank said in a statement. ing assets from the agricultu “The bank held ﬂ�oating sale loans grew by 19.6%. The The advertisement stated clude 14 aircraft, 49% stake unviable,” Vodafone Idea the same period of the pre The gross nonperforming ral segment, the gross NPA provisions of ₹�1,451 crore as domestic loan mix between that on August 14, the ﬁ�nal in Jet Privilege and a few said in a statement to the vious year. asset (NPA) ratio inched up would have been 1.17%, the on June 30, 2019,” the bank retail and wholesale was list of prospective resolution buildings. Its liabilities are exchanges. “The core costtoincome to 1.4% of gross advances as bank said. said. Total deposits of the 54:46. applicants will be issued. more than ₹�36,000 crore. Reliance Jio may unveil GigaFiber Govt. in talks with foreign lenders for loans to SMEs at shareholder meet on August 12 Indian banks not in a position to provide enough capital to small businesses, says oﬃ�cial Reuters the second oﬃ�cial said. ing and services output, and Wired broadband service likely to target 50 million homes NEW DELHI The oﬃ�cials did not pro must be reenergised for the The government is in talks vide full details of the discus government to kickstart the Piyush Pandey working towards serving the with foreign lenders to pro sions they are having with economy. Gross domestic MUMBAI need for better connectivity vide $14.5 billion in credit to banks, or identify all those product growth fell to a ﬁ�ve After disrupting the Indian with its GigaFiber services. millions of small ﬁ�rms, two they are talking to, but said year low of 5.8% in the Janu mobile telephony market, Jio, with its FTTH services, oﬃ�cials said. talks are at a very early stage. aryMarch quarter, well be Reliance Jio is all set to storm has set a target of connect The government is in dis India’s micro, small and low the 8%plus rates that the wired broadband market ing 50 million homes across cussions with multiple fo medium enterprise (MSME) the government is targeting. with its commercial launch the country,” Mukesh Amba reign lenders, including Ger Ministry is discussing the But credit availability for slated to be announced dur ni, chairman, RIL, had said many’s stateowned proposal — to pull in foreign SMEs, which also account for ing Reliance Industries’ in a letter to shareholders. development bank KfW banks — with the Finance Mi about 45% of the country’s (RIL’s) annual general meet Group, the World Bank and nistry , which will make a ﬁ� exports, has worsened due ing on August 12. Investments made some Canadian institutions nal call, the second oﬃ�cial to a liquidity crisis in the The company plans to To help meet this goal, RIL to extend lines of credit to said. The push for foreign nonbanking ﬁ�nancial com launch its GigaFiber servic Mukesh Ambani has made strategic invest small enterprises, one of the In the lurch: Credit availability for SMEs has worsened due to loans comes on the heels of panies (NBFC) sector. es, which would include ments in Hathway Cable and oﬃ�cials, who did not want to a liquidity crisis in the NBFC sector. REUTERS * the government’s announce Stateowned banks have home broadband, entertain in the know of the develop Datacom Limited and DEN be identiﬁ�ed, told Reuters. ment earlier this month that not been able to drive in ment and smart home IoT ment told The Hindu. Networks Limited. KfW’s India oﬃ�ce con spokesperson did not reply enough capital for the small it was planning to borrow creased lending because (Internet of things) Asked for comments, a se Jio GigaFiber currently ﬁ�rmed the discussions, to an email seeking com business sector, which is about ₹�700 billion by issuing they are burdened with solutions. nior RIL oﬃ�cial neither con oﬀ�ers ultra highspeed Inter though the main focus was ment. The oﬃ�cial said the seen as critical to job crea overseas sovereign bonds. more than $145 billion in bad “The commercial launch ﬁ�rmed nor denied the net of up to 100 Mbps for 90 on credit lines to support government plans to source tion. “We are exploring, we India’s 63 million ﬁ�rms in loans. Last month, a study by of ﬁ�bretothehome (FTTH) report. days along with a monthly small businesses’ solar pow up to ₹�1 lakh crore of loans are having discussions with the micro, small and medi an RBI panel said the overall services is likely to be an “Wireline network con data quota of 100 GB and a er generation. The talks were from foreign institutions be various funding agencies if um ﬁ�rm sector are responsi deﬁ�cit in credit for the MSME nounced during company’s nectivity in India continues complimentary access to at an early stage, KfW said. cause Indian banks were not something can be done [for ble for more than a quarter sector is estimated at about AGM next month,” a source to remain underserved. Jio is many of Jio’s premium apps. The World Bank’s India in a position to provide small and medium ﬁ�rms],” of the country’s manufactur ₹�2025 lakh crore. Air traﬃ�c IndiGo to seek nod to Axis Bank gets volume rises nod to raise 6.2% in June induct woman director ₹�18,000 crore Board to ask for shareholder approval Press Trust of India PRESS TRUST OF INDIA Mumbai SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT that expanding the board NEW DELHI Domestic air passenger NEW DELHI would require amending Axis Bank said on Saturday traﬃ�c rose 6.19% in June The board of directors of the Articles of Association. its board had approved over the yearago period, strifetorn IndiGo on Satur raising up to ₹�18,000 crore with local carriers ﬂ�ying day said that it would seek SEBI intervention through an issue of equity 12.02 million passengers in the approval of its sharehol In his letter, Mr. Gangwal shares, depository receipts the month, show the ders to induct an indepen sought SEBI’s intervention or convertible securities. monthly data from regula dent woman director — one in alleged violation of its reg The board of directors of tor Directorate General of of the issues ﬂ�agged by co ulations and corporate go the bank approved the pro Civil Aviation. founder Rakesh Gangwal in vernance, “unusual rights” posal in this regard at a The uptick in June fol his complaint to the SEBI on enjoyed by cofounder Ra meeting held on Saturday, lows a marginal under 3% violations of corporate go hul Bhatia’s InterGlobe En the bank said in a ﬁ�ling. growth in May, ferrying vernance norms at the ﬁ�rm. terprises (IGE) including the “The board has ap 12.18 million passengers. “The Board has decided right to appoint three out of proved raising of funds ag But this was after a 4.5% to seek the approval of the six directors, nominate the gregating up to ₹�18,000 contraction in April — the shareholders at the upcom chairman of the board, crore,” Axis Bank said. ﬁ�rst time in six years — due ing annual general meeting nominate and appoint the The funds would be to the grounding of Jet Air for expanding the board to MD, CEO and the president, raised subject to sharehol ways and the resultant enable the induction of an besides the absence of an in ders’ approval to the fund spike in ticket prices dur independent woman direc dependent woman director. raising proposal through ing the peak summer tor,” according to IndiGo’s He also objected to in postal ballot process. holidays. press statement. creasing related party tran Axis Bank is one of the The largest carrier Indi IndiGo’s CEO Ronojoy sactions between IndiGo worstaﬀ�ected private len go continued its market Dutta on Friday, during an and IGE and highlighted the ders after RBI’s asset quali leadership, ferrying 5.77 analysts’ conference call af need for proper checks and ty review, which led to a million passengers during ter the board had approved balances in conducting huge increase in bad loans the month of June. the quarterly results, said them. over the past three years. Volkswagen to increase localisation Razorpay to triple lending level, double market share in India to ₹�600 crore Plans to start making engines here, expand supplier base Special Correspondent Special Correspondent to clock around 1.2 lakh un CHENNAI CHENNAI its per annum,” he said. Razorpay Software Pvt. Automaker Volkswagen Talking about the vision, Ltd. plans to almost triple plans to increase its indige brand positioning and mis its collateral lending to nisation level by 10 percen sion, he said: “Our vision is merchants and double its tage points and is aiming to to become a sustainable workforce, said a top double its market share in brand with a market share of oﬃ�cial. India in the next ﬁ�ve years, 3% in the next ﬁ�ve years: Our “We started providing said a top oﬃ�cial. aim is to be an aspirational collateral lending to our “Currently, we have a lo premium car brand in India merchants by tying up with calisation level of 82% and and a brand which has the nonbanking ﬁ�nancial we are planning to increase closest connection with cus companies,” said Harshil it to 92% to 93% in a year’s Steﬀ�en Knapp tomers and the highest loyal Mathur, CEO, Razorpay time,” said Steﬀ�en Knapp, ty within the industry.” Software Pvt. Ltd. managing director, Volkswa company’s India 2.0 plan, Asked about new launch In the last six months, gen Passenger Cars India. through six strategic brand es, he said the ﬁ�rm was de the payments solution ﬁ�rm As part of the localisation pillars — people, brand posi veloping a new platform for has provided loans to the eﬀ�orts, the company plans tioning, loyalty pro India named MQB. Volkswa extent of more than ₹�200 to start making engines in grammes, network expan gen will be launching its A0 crore. It plans to end the India and expand the sup sion, corporate ﬂ�eets and SUV (sport utility vehicle) as current ﬁ�scal with collater plier base to produce va digitalisation. the ﬁ�rst product under India al loans amounting to ₹�600 rious parts locally. “It’s an ambitious target. 2.0 initiative by end 202021. crore. The loan size per Mr. Knapp said that ef We have laid the foundation The ﬁ�rm would be setting customer ranges between forts were on to double its and the fundamentals are in up 30 new sales format pop ₹�15 lakh and ₹�20 lakh. The market share in India from place to achieve this. Cur up stores and city stores ﬁ�rm has a staﬀ� strength of the present 1.4% to 3% in the rently, we are selling 3,000 across highpotential mar 450, which it plans to in next ﬁ�ve years, as part of the cars per month and we need kets in India. crease to 800 by end FY20. CM https://t.me/SSC4Exams YK https://t.me/Banking4Exams https://t.me/UPSC4Exams https://t.me/TheHindu_Zone_official EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE 14 FAQ DELHI THE HINDU SUNDAY, JULY 21, 2019 EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE What are the advantages blockchain oﬀ�ers? What is the potential of this foundational technology and how much can be tapped? What are the hurdles? Jacob Koshy V.V. KRISHNAN The story so far: For a little over a decade, the term blockchain has been ﬂ�itting in and out of news cycles, Whither House panels? especially in connection with bitcoin, the digital cryptocurrency. The Reserve Bank of India has banned speculation and investment in cryptocurrencies. Of late, In the backdrop of a number of Bills however, blockchain is seeing a revival, and companies having been passed without scrutiny, are looking at how to use the tremendous potential of the technology that underpins the cryptocurrency. why are parliamentary standing committees necessary? What is blockchain? It is a foundational technology or a platform that allows Varghese K. George designing a secure way to record transactions and circulate it among signatories, or any kind of target group The story so far: Eleven of the 22 Bills introduced in with an Internet connection. At its core it is an extremely the ongoing session of Parliament have been passed, democratic ledger that cannot be arbitarily manipulated which makes it a highly productive session after many and easily shareable. years. But these Bills have been passed without scrutiny Blockchain’s appeal is that it achieves this without a by parliamentary standing committees, their purpose central authority. Blockchain burst into public being to enable detailed consideration of a piece of consciousness because of its association with Satoshi legislation. After the formation of the 17th Lok Sabha, Nakamoto, a mysterious individual or cabal that laid out a parliamentary standing committees have not been white paper on how blockchain could be applied to constituted as consultations among parties are still under bitcoin, a virtual currency wrought from the principles of way. Partly as a result of this, the Bills were passed blockchain. Having money free of the ﬁ�at of Central without committee scrutiny. They were discussed in governments raised utopian possibilities especially in a Parliament over durations ranging between two and ﬁ�ve world where democracies complain of being subverted hours. and labour and capital continue to be entangled in the elusive quest for equilibrium. Thereafter, it spawned its Why have parliamentary committees? own hypecycle, imitation currencies, association with In a parliamentary democracy, Parliament has broadly the sordid and Dark Net. While cryptocurrencies have a two functions, which are lawmaking and oversight of the bad reputation, Silicon Valley tech giants and investment executive branch of the government. Parliament is the banks are trying to salvage the underlying promise of embodiment of the people’s will. Committees are an blockchain and use it for other collaborations. instrument of Parliament for its own eﬀ�ective functioning. How does blockchain work? Technology has always transaction or exchange settlement, and securities settlement” Given the volume of legislative business, discussing all Every block in a blockchain is a record of transactions proved to be of services or goods is the Ethereum is another blockchainbased startup that Bills under the consideration of Parliament in detail on and the more of the latter, the longer the chain. Just as act of veriﬁ�cation — VISA looks to decentralise online information. Its ambition is disruptive. If the ﬂ�oor of the House is impossible. Committees are worthless paper transforms into valuable currency with charges fees to ensure beyond overturning online banking and it claims that if it platforms for threadbare discussion on a proposed law. the signature of the RBI governor, blocks are great blockchain’s appeal lies that your card swipe is were to work as envisioned, it will give users control over At least in principle, the assumption is that the smaller because they provide an unalterable document of the in its appeal to destroy connected to your their data unlike the present where a lot of our privacy is cohort of lawmakers, assembled on the basis of the history of every transaction. In the context of currency, it intermediaries such as account or a property ceded to Google and Amazon’s servers. Some plan to proportional strength of individual parties and interests stores the place, time, value (rupee, for example) and banks, courts, lawyers, charges you for the eﬀ�ort apply blockchain to trace the origin of food and where it and expertise of individual lawmakers, could have more location of a purchase. There is minimal identifying of ensuring that you are is grown and yet others to journalism and ‘factchecking’ it is unlikely to be open, intensive and better informed discussions. information and every block is linked to a unique ‘digital entering into a genuine applications. Unlike blockchain’s distributed computing Committee meetings are ‘closed door’ and members are signature’ of the transacting participants. Every block is smooth sailing transaction — blockchain philosophy, all these applications ultimately store not bound by party whips, which allows them the distinguished from another through a unique code which asks you to trust the information on a coalition of repositories. latitude for a more meaningful exchange of views as is a string of numbers. When you use your debit or credit energyintensive nature of against discussions in full and open Houses where card to make a transaction, VISA or Mastercard employ mathematical problems Is blockchain just hype? grandstanding and party positions invariably take their technology to verify your bank account, connect and have them masquerade them as ‘locks’ to secure your The HBR article cited earlier, by Marco Iansiti and Karim precedence. with banks and process a transaction. money, conﬁ�dential documents or any kind of R. Lakhani, likens blockchain to the early days of the Disruptive changes in technology and the expansion In blockchain applications, this verifying role is information. Internet, which was made possible by socalled of trade, commerce and economy in general throw up outsourced to several computers on a network — each has While blockchain has the aura of transparency — distributed computing. A new mode, called the TCP/IP new policy challenges that require a constant reform of the exact same copy of the block. These computers verify anybody supposedly can check the history of a ‘block’ — it (transmission control protocol/Internet protocol), which legal and institutional structures. While lawmaking gets the genuineness of transaction by solving mathematical is at its core impervious to common sense. However, just speciﬁ�ed how computers could be networked to transmit increasingly complex, lawmakers cannot inﬁ�nitely problems that can only be done in bruteforce, energy as the inability to grasp in a visceral sense how letters and receive packets of digital information, turned out to expand their knowledge into ever expanding areas of intensive ways that require a lot of computational power, typed on a mobile phone transform and make their way be a platform that laid the base for private networks, human activities. For and therefore electricity. This is a key reason why into another phone instantaneously a continent away email, the web, websites, search engines. TCP/IP Given the volume of instance, we live in an era blockchain enthusiasts vouch for the security of does not stop people from using WhatsApp, blockchain minimises central management and makes networks legislative business, of metadata being blockchainbacked transactions. Depending on where the technology has created enough hype and drama to have resilient and farreaching. The protocol was not the generated by expanding blockchain technology is deployed, these participating drawn the world’s wealthiest to invest in it and inveigle it crying need of humanity but once in place, upended the discussing all Bills connectivity. The laws and computers or users have to be incentivised for all that into ordinary lives. telecommunications industry and in the last three under the regulations that are energy expenditure. decades virtually every aspect of life. consideration of required to govern a digital In the case of bitcoin, the computers are rewarded Where can it be used? Technology has always proved to be disruptive, Parliament is society cannot be made with bitcoin. This is stored in digital wallets and may be Facebook this year announced Libra, a kind of creating new opportunities and jobs and destroying old impossible in the without highly specialised used like money provided there are sellers of real world blockchainbacked digital currency. According to report ones. If blockchain’s appeal lies in its appeal to destroy knowledge and political goods who would accept bitcoins. Nowdays, they are in a 2017 issue of the Harvard Business Review (HBR), intermediaries — banks, courts, lawyers — it is unlikely to House. Committees acumen. Members of frequently traded as another speculative, volatile asset. “Bank of America, JPMorgan, the New York Stock be smooth sailing. Moreover, there is already serious are platforms for Parliament may have great Exchange, Fidelity Investments, and Standard Chartered theorising by economists that shows how blockchain has threadbare discussion acumen but they would What real world problem does blockchain solve? are testing blockchain technology as a replacement for its own vulnerabilities and susceptibility to creating new on a proposed law require the assistance of As of today nothing, but blockchain backers say it solves paperbased and manual transaction processing in such hegemons, power networks, cartels and challenges to experts in dealing with the problem of ‘trust’. Because the major cost of any areas as trade ﬁ�nance, foreign exchange, crossborder global energy consumption. such situations. It is through committees that such expertise is drawn into lawmaking. Executive accountability to the legislature is enforced through questions in Parliament also, which are How will India contribute to LIGO? answered by ministers. However, department standing committees go one step further and hear from senior Why is it important for the country to join the global network studying gravitational waves? What will it achieve? oﬃ�cials of the government in a closed setting, allowing Shubashree Desikan gravitational waves bouncing oﬀ� celestial objects can help for more detailed discussions. This mechanism also us detect and map them. enables parliamentarians to understand the executive The story so far: On September 14, 2015, the two LIGO processes closely. detectors in the U.S., at Livingston in Louisiana, and What do we know about LIGO India? Hanford in Washington, registered a disturbance that was LIGO India will come up in Maharashtra, near Aundha in What are the types of committees? not unlike the chirp of a bird. It was due to gravitational Hingoli district. Most of the land has been acquired, and Most committees are ‘standing’ as their existence is waves travelling outwards from a point 1.3 billion light the small balance is going through a slightly longer uninterrupted and usually reconstituted on an annual years away from the earth. At this point, two massive acquisition procedure. The project is formally in the basis; some are ‘select’ committees formed for a speciﬁ�c black holes with masses 29 and 36 times that of the sun construction phase, with the building design purpose, for instance, to deliberate on a particular bill. had merged to give oﬀ� gravitational wave disturbances. conceptualised. Says Tarun Souradeep, spokesperson for Once the Bill is disposed of, that select committee ceases Black holes are exotic objects that we know little about, LIGO India, “We are close to ﬁ�nalising the civil to exist. Some standing committees are departmentally but their immense gravitational pull which traps even the infrastructure drawings. The plans for immense vacuum related, an example being the Standing Committee on fastest object in the world, which is light, is legendary. infrastructure have been conceptualized, reviewed and Human Resource Development. A Bill related to When objects with such an immense gravity merge, the are in an advanced stage.” education could either be considered by the department disturbance is felt by the very fabric of space time and standing committee or a select committee that will be travels outward from the merger, not unlike ripples on a Will LIGO India be diﬀ�erent from LIGO itself? speciﬁ�cally set up. The chair uses her discretion to refer pond surface. Thus, gravitational waves have been Like the LIGO detectors, the one at LIGO India will also a matter to a parliamentary committee but this is usually described as “ripples in the fabric of space time”. have two arms of 4 km length. But while there are done in consultation with leaders of parties in the House. Following the 2015 detection, which later won the Physics similarities there will be diﬀ�erences too. Being an ultra Financial control is a critical tool for Parliament’s Nobel (2017), the two LIGO detectors detected seven such high precision largescale apparatus, LIGO India is authority over the executive; hence ﬁ�nance committees binary black hole merger events before they were joined An aerial view of the LIGO detector site, at Livingston, expected to show a unique “temperament” determined are considered to be particularly powerful. The three by the European Virgo detector in 2017. The two facilities Louisiana, U.S. REUTERS/CALTECH/MIT/LIGO LABORATORY/2016 * by the local site characteristics. In an email to The Hindu, ﬁ�nancial committees are the Public Accounts have now detected 10 events. The Japanese detector, Dr. Souradeep, says, “LIGO India and its complex Committee, the Estimates Committee and the Committee KAGRA, or Kamioka Gravitationalwave Detector, is a genuine gravitational wave has been detected. It is feedback control loops to on Public Undertakings. expected to join the international network soon. In the because two detectors have detected the faint signal in high sensitivity will follow a Parliamentary committees draw their authority from meantime, in a collaboration with LIGO, a gravitational coincidence that the observer is convinced it is a genuine Observations from a fairly independent track Article 105 (on privileges of Parliament members) and wave detector is being set up in India. The LIGO India reading and not noise. new detector in India and poses an exciting Article 118 (on Parliament’s authority to make rules for project is expected to join the international network in a will help locate the fullscale challenge. Under regulating its procedure and conduct of business). ﬁ�rst science run in 2025. What is the need to have another detector in India? source of the a memorandum of Committee reports are usually exhaustive and provide Right now, with just three detectors, there is huge understanding, the gravitational waves authentic information on matters related to governance. What are the LIGO detectors? uncertainty in determining where in the sky the National Geophysical Bills that are referred to committees are returned to the The acronym LIGO stands for Laser Interferometer disturbance came from. Observations from a new more accurately. The Research Institute is House with signiﬁ�cant value addition. Parliament is not GravitationalWave Observatory. LIGO consists of a pair of detector in a faroﬀ� position will help locate the source of LIGO India project is carrying out a yearlong, bound by the recommendations of committees. huge interferometers, each having two arms which are 4 the gravitational waves more accurately. expected to join the multiplestation seismic km long. Remarkable precision is needed to detect a international network survey campaign at the What are its origins? signal as faint as a gravitational wave, and the two LIGO What are the possible sources of gravitational in 2025 LIGO India site to As is the case with several other practices of Indian detectors work as one unit to ensure this. Naturally, this waves? characterise the local parliamentary democracy, the institution of requires weeding out noise very carefully, for when such Mergers of black holes or neutron stars, rapidly rotating properties. This is in Parliamentary Committees also has its origins in the a faint signal is being detected, even a slight human neutron stars, supernova explosions and the remnants of addition to the elaborate British Parliament. The ﬁ�rst Parliamentary Committee presence near the detector could derail the experiment the disturbance caused by the formation of the universe, geotechnical and was constituted in 1571 in Britain. The Public Accounts by drowning out the signal. the Big Bang itself, are the strongest sources. There can geophysical survey completed earlier this year.” Committee was established in 1861. In India, the ﬁ�rst LIGO, unlike usual telescopes, does not “see” the be many other sources, but these are likely to be too weak Public Accounts Committee was constituted in April incoming ripples in spacetime. It does not even need to, to detect. What is the technology being developed in India 1950. According to P.D.T. Achary, former Secretary because gravitational waves are not a part of for LIGO India? General of the Lok Sabha, “The practice of regularly electromagnetic spectrum or light. They are not light Why does one study gravitational waves? Some of it includes design and fabrication of ultra stable referring bills to committees began in 1989 after waves but a diﬀ�erent phenomenon altogether — a As a largely unknown and fundamental phenomenon, laser, quantum measurement techniques, handling of government departments started forming their own stretching of spacetime due to immense gravity. A single gravitational waves are interesting to scientists. But once complex control system for enforcing precision control, standing committees. Prior to that, select committees or LIGO detector cannot conﬁ�dently detect this disturbance many more detectors are in place, the study also oﬀ�ers a largescale ultrahigh vacuum technology, data analysis joint committees of the houses were only set up to on its own. At least two detectors are needed. This is new way to map out the universe, using gravitational and machine learning. This is not a complete list and the scrutinise in detail some very important bills, but this because the signal is so weak that even a random noise wave astronomy. Perhaps one day we will have such development of such indigenous technology is likely to was few and far between.” could give out a signal that can mislead one into thinking accurate detection facilities that signatures of result in many spinoﬀ�s for industry and research. CM A ND-NDE https://t.me/SSC4Exams YK https://t.me/Banking4Exams https://t.me/UPSC4Exams https://t.me/TheHindu_Zone_official EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE THE HINDU SUNDAY, JULY 21, 2019 DELHI SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY 15 EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE CAPSULE NCBS: How micro RNAs regulate the colour of fruits, leaves Engineered plants can produce anthocyanin and ﬂ�avonol which have medicinal uses, the team ﬁ�nds Timing eruptions A group from Cambridge University has estimated that Shubashree Desikan Yes we can, indeed we the cells in the leaves were not dam magma can be stored from hundreds to a thousand years A team from the National Centre for Biological Sciences (NCBS), Bengalu aged as the injection was done through the stomata. The leaves also must, restore forests at the crustmantle boundary before being let out in a ru, has found that the rich colour in overexpressed the gene and changed An outstanding example of volcanic eruption. Researchers fruits and leaves of plants are indirect colour to a reddish shade. used diffusion of chromium ly controlled by speciﬁ�c micro RNAs — They also did another experiment reforestation is Philippines and aluminium atoms to miR828 and miR858. in which instead of pushing the cul estimate this. The discovery Grape plants bear fruits having co ture through the stomata they infect can help forecast volcanic lours that can be deep purple or ed an “ex plant”— a scientiﬁ�c term for eruptions. green. This colour is due to com pounds called anthocyanins and ﬂ�a a piece of the plant from which the whole plant can be grown. They SPEAKING vonols, both of which are present in found that the plants grown in this OF SCIENCE grape fruits. manner had reddish leaves and abun When the grape plant has a high dant anthocyanin. D. BALASUBRAMANIAN amount of anthocyanin as compared “This was very interesting. I have to ﬂ�avonol, the fruits are deep purple. never seen redleaved tobacco plants Global warming, largely caused by industrial deve When the reverse is true, the grapes earlier. Abundant ﬂ�avonols were not lopment and consumer demands, has been caus are not brightly coloured. The relative produced in tobacco earlier,” says ing havoc across the world. Temperatures are abundance of anthocyanin and ﬂ�avo Varsha. shooting up, ﬂ�oods have been ravaging South Chi Similar species nol is controlled by genes known as Transgenic: Plants grown from infected “explants” had reddish leaves and “Anthocyanins and ﬂ�avonols re na and Northeast India, unseasonal rains and, The brain circuitry involved in the MYB transcription factors. Also re abundant anthocyanin, says (from left) Varsha Tirumalai, Ashwin Nair and move reactive oxygen species that ironically, delayed and poor monsoon rains are ex the sense of smell is similar ferred to as activators, when present P V Shivaprasad. damage DNA, RNA and proteins. perienced. A major solution to mitigate such cli across six different mammal in large amounts, they result in dark Reactive oxygen species are involved mate changes is to reduce the levels of greenhouse species from mice to cats. The purple grape, as in the Bangalore Blue found in abundance when the grapes or an organism. They are tiny, having in most human diseases,” explains Dr gases, particularly carbon dioxide, which cause relative sizes of three variety, and absence correlates with had dark colour. Hence they ﬁ�gured some 20 to 22 digits of RNA. The miR Shivaprasad. this warming. In an eﬀ�ort to try and limit this components of the olfactory lack of bright colour but high inci out that there must be an intermedi NA inhibit target RNAs by cutting warming, many countries across the world are neural network – nose, dence of ﬂ�avonols as in the Dilkhush ary repressor which was what the them into two bits in plants. The miR Biofortiﬁ�cation gathering together and agreeing to make eﬀ�orts to olfactory bulb and piriform grape variety. miRNA targeted. NAs partner with a protein called Ar Plants having anthocyanin and ﬂ�avo limit the rise in temperature to no higher than 1.5 cortex – are preserved across “The microRNA was targeting so gonaute to do this regulation. nol can be generated by controlling degrees by the year 2050. the six species studied, finds a Repressor target mething that is competing with the ac the microRNAs aﬀ�ecting them. “We The major way to do so is to increase the num study published in Currrent ber of plants, trees and forests across the world. “Researchers knew microRNAs can tivator MYB. This [competing factor] Two experiments can make more of them in tobacco, Biology. They all absorb carbon dioxide from the air, and regulate MYBs, but they did not know is a repressor of the anthocyanin The researchers did two sets of expe which can be extracted easily and why such a regulation takes place. pathways,” says Varsha Tirumalai, riments with tobacco plants (Nicotia- used as supplements,” he adds. The with the help of sunlight and water, produce food They were mostly working with Arabi- PhD student at NCBS and ﬁ�rst author na tabacum). First, they injected genes identiﬁ�ed here can be used in (staple for us) and oxygen (which we breathe). And dopsis model where one might not see of the paper published in the Journal through the stomata in the leaves of biofortiﬁ�cation. the wood and timber they oﬀ�er are used by us in coloured fruits,” says P V Shivaprasad of Experimental Botany. the plants, an Agrobacterium culture The group is trying to patent ﬂ�avo buildings and furniture. They are thus justly of the Epigenetics lab in NCBS, where Micro RNAs are regulators of gene by which overexpression of the gene nol engineering. Their next step is to named in Sanskrit as Kalpataru — the wishgiving the work was done. expression, acting like switches. They in question was achieved. This meth ﬁ�nd out how the MYB transcription tree. The team found that the microR decide which protein should be made od of feeding the culture led to a local factor works to make the speciﬁ�c en Yet, we kill them: deforestation has been going NAs miR828 and miR858 were also and how much in a given cell or tissue eﬀ�ect in the particular leaf only. Also zymes needed to make ﬂ�avonols. on decade after decade across the world, aﬀ�ecting the weather as well as the lives of plants, animals, Mind of the mosquito microbes and the livelihood of human tribes that Researchers from University of live in forests. The total surface area of our Earth is Washington, U.S., have figured out how female mosquitoes integrate various sensory cues A new ‘clutch’ to engage the immune cell ‘gear’ 52 billion hectares (Ha), and 31% of this has been forest cover. But the huge Amazon forests of South America are being chopped oﬀ� for commercial to decide how and where to reasons. Peru and Bolivia in the western Amazon find their next blood meal. Two adaptor proteins act like a clutch, help protein condensates get into the correct slot region are the worst aﬀ�ected by such deforesta After the mosquito senses form a distinct patch on promoted association of the tion; so are Mexico and its neighbours in Mesoa chemical cues with her Aswathi Pacha water. protein condensates with ac merica. Russia, with forests occupying 45% of its olfactory system, she looks The recruitment of these tin present inside the cell. land area, is chopping oﬀ� trees. Large scale defor around to scan the area for A unique summer institute adaptor proteins to the con estation this kind has contributed to global warm shapes and integrating these inputs decides where to fly. held at the Woods Hole Ma densates was found to be in Crucial role ing over the years. rine Biological Laboratory in ﬂ�uenced by where the Tcell Actin plays a crucial role in the U.S. (during 20132018) receptor clusters are located. cellular processes required What is a forest? helped unlock a few myster “When a Tcell receptor for normal immune function. The Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) de ies of the immune system. A binds to an antigen, the Tcell “We fully don’t know the im ﬁ�nes a “forest” as a land area of at least 0.5 hec team of leading biologists and undergoes a global reorgani plications of the function of tares, covered by at least 10% tree cover, without biochemists identiﬁ�ed a mo sation forming a signalling these proteins, but we know any agricultural activity or human settlement. Us lecular ‘clutch’ which helps centre at the site of the anti that if the clutch is not active ing this deﬁ�nition, a group of Swiss and French move clusters of proteins in genbound receptor. The con in the immune cells, they are ecologists have analysed these 4.4 billion hectares side the immune cells. tinuous transport of the stu unable to respond to the in of tree canopy that can exist under the current cli died protein condensates formation from the outside. mate. And, excluding existing trees and agricultu Fossil mammal ral and urban areas, there is room for an extra 0.9 A 165millionyearold fossil Signalling machinery towards this signalling centre These adaptors are also quite The main aim of the study is important for maintaining general, they go and adapt to billion hectares. Their analysis using the latest ec of Microdocodon gracilis, a was to understand how the T Microscopic mystery: If the clutch is not active in the immune the signalling output which is other processes as well,” says ological methods, was published two weeks ago shrewlike mammal, found in cell receptors, which play a cells, they are unable to respond to the information from the part of the immune res Prof. Satyajit Mayor, from the (Bastin et al., Science, 365 7679, 5 July 2019). Thus, China in 2014, was examined main role in our immunity, outside, says Satyajit Mayor (right). ponse,” adds Prof. Darius Vas National Centre for Biological there is the potential climate change mitigation recently. Researchers find in it the earliest evidence of tiny form a signalling complex co Köster from the Marine Bi Sciences, Bengaluru, and one through global tree restoration. They point out hyoid bones that link the back and how they build a signall adaptor proteins which act as sembly formed by multiva ological Laboratory at Woods of the authors. that more than 50% of this restoration potential of the mouth, the pharynx, to ing machinery that picks up clutch and help protein con lent proteins coming together Hole, U.S. in an email to The Understanding the cas can be found in six countries (Russia, USA, Cana the openings of the information from the outside densates get into the correct to create a region that is high Hindu. He is one of the auth cade of events that take place da, Australia, Brazil and China). While it is not oesophagus and larynx. The and use it to activate the im slot. ly concentrated. It is in the ors of the work published in in the immune cells can help clear how much of this land is public or private, tiny animal must have weighed mune mechanism. Protein condensates are a form of a phase separated the journal eLife. develop new vaccines and they conﬁ�rm that the calculation of 1 billion hec 5 to 9 grams. The team identiﬁ�ed two form of a macromolecular as patch, like oil droplets that The adaptor proteins also treatment regimens. tares (>10% tree cover) is achievable. Happily enough, several group (and govern ments) in countries, notably Philippines and State government in India (see the report for the Forest Ebola vaccine tested during epidemic saves lives in Congo Survey of India, and an analysis by Down to Earth) have moved towards more tree plantations. In In dia with its 7,08,273 sq km land area, 21.54% has tree cover. And between 2015 and 2018, we have Preliminary data from vaccination in Congo suggest the vaccine has 97.5% eﬃ�cacy in preventing Ebola added 6,778 sq km. Madhya Pradesh has the lar gest forest cover, followed by Chhattisgarh, Odisha R. Prasad cination. The majority — 57 indivi there is diﬃ�culty in implementing and Arunachal Pradesh while Punjab, Haryana, UP duals — displayed symptoms within ring vaccination and that new cases and Rajasthan have the least. Andhra Pradesh, Te The 2014–2015 Ebola epidemic main nine days of vaccination, before the are being reported among unknown langana, Karnataka, Kerala and Odisha have im ly in the three western African coun vaccine could fully protect them. It contacts. proved their forest canopy somewhat (<10%). Priv tries of Guinea, Liberia and Sierra had become clear during the trials ate groups, notably The Guru Nanak Sacred Forest Leone has been the most deadly one that the vaccine needed 10 days to Third ring in Ludhiana, Punjab, the middleofthetown for since the virus became known in fully protect vaccinated individuals. In order to cut the transmission est in the heart of Raipur, the “Aﬀ�orest” group of 1976. It caused disease in 28,616 peo There were only nine deaths chain, SAGE recommended the in Shubhendu Sharma (The Hindu Business line, 3 ple and killed 11,310 others. But what among the 57 people who developed clusion of a third ring of contacts to 122018) are some notable nongovernment initia stands out as a remarkable scientiﬁ�c the disease before the vaccine could be vaccinated. Currently available tives. Readers will surely add more. (On an aside, and public health achievement has be fully protective. In comparison, evidence does not support mass im who can forget the centenarian Salumarde Thim been the conduct of a large clinical no deaths were reported among pe munisation of the population. makka, who has planted 385 banyan trees and trial in Guinea to test the eﬃ�cacy of ople who developed the disease There are indications that the epi 8,000 other trees, or Sunderlal Bahuguna of the an Ebola vaccine in the midst of the more than 10 days post vaccination. demic is not going to end anytime Chipko movement of Uttarakhand?) epidemic. More importantly, 54 of the 71 soon, and the number of people The phase3 clinical trial involving Ebola cases were in highrisk con who need to be vaccinated is bound Leading by example thousands of volunteers tested the tacts, and only two cases were increase. To avoid any diversion of But the most outstanding example of reforestation eﬃ�cacy of Merck’s vaccine (VSV among the contacts of contacts, thus critical human resources and being is Philippines, an archipelago of 7,100 islands, with EBOV) to protect vaccinated indivi Prevention: A woman getting vaccinated in Conakry, Guinea, on March 10, underlining the eﬀ�ectiveness of the in the thick of an epidemic, the Con a total land area of 3,00,000 sq km and a popula duals from getting infected with 2015, during the ﬁ�rst clinical trials of Merck’s vaccine. AFP * ring vaccination strategy in prevent go health minister has ruled out a tion of 104 million people. Way back in 1900, Ebola virus. ing the spread of the disease. In the clinical trial using Johnson & John about 65% of its land mass was covered in forest The phase1 and phase2 clinical So when Ebola struck the Demo nufacture and distribute the ring vaccination strategy, the spread son’s experimental vaccine. This canopy. Largescale commercial deforestation trials involving fewer volunteers cratic Republic of Congo on August 1, vaccine. of the virus is curtailed by creating would mean that more Merck vac continued after that, so by 1987, it was reduced to were carried out in Europe and Afri 2018, the decision to use Merck’s The vaccine was administered to protective rings by vaccinating peo cines would be needed to end this 21%. The government thereafter committed itself ca in 20142015 and consequently vaccine, which has not been li nearly 29,000 healthcare workers ple based on the risk of infection. epidemic. Though Merck intends to to steady reforestation, and by 2010, the forest co used in Guinea in 2015 during vacci censed in any country for clinical and about 94,000 primary contacts The ﬁ�rst ring of protection is created double the supply by 2020, vaccine vered 26%. It has now introduced a remarkable nation campaigns even when it was use, was taken without much and contacts of contacts in Congo by vaccinating everyone who has supplies are currently insuﬃ�cient. programme in which it makes it mandatory for being tested in the phase3 trial. thought as it was the only vaccine under “compassionate use”. The come in contact with infected per The only way to stretch supplies of each elementary, high school and college student that been tested in phase3 trials. Al vaccination began a week after the sons or their bodies, or has lived in the vaccine to meet the everincreas to plant 10 trees before graduating. The sites Clinical trials so, the World Health Organization’s outbreak was oﬃ�cially declared. the same house. The second ring — ing demand is to use smaller doses. where they plant and the locationappropriate During the trial, the vaccine was Strategic Advisory Group of Experts contacts of contacts — comprises In May 2019, SAGE recommended plant are advised to them; (see<news.ml.com.ph> administered to 2,119 individuals on Immunization (SAGE) had in Eﬃ�cacious vaccine neighbours and family members of that the currently administered dose of Manila Bulletin, July 16, 2019). The mover of this who had come in contact with a per March 2017, recommended that in Putting to rest the debate on the ex all contacts. (1 ml) can be halved to match the idea, Gary Alejano, stressed on the need to utilise son infected with or died due to Ebo the absence of a licensed vaccine for tent of eﬃ�cacy during the phase3 As a result of delay in detecting dose tested in phase3 trial in Guinea the educational system as an avenue for propagat la virus and 2,041 people who had Ebola, the investigational vaccine trial, the WHO noted that the preli and isolating cases and tracing the to protect healthcare workers, con ing ethical and sustainable use of natural resourc come in contact with the primary could be used during an outbreak minary data suggest that the vaccine contacts, the virus continues to tacts and contacts of contacts. Peo es among youth to ensure the cultivation of a so contacts (known as contacts of con caused by the Zaire strain of the used during the current outbreaks in spread, and about 80 new cases are ple in the third ring could be given cially responsible and conscious citizenry. tacts). In July 2015, an interim analy virus. Congo was 97.5% eﬃ�cacious in pre reported each week, the WHO said oneﬁ�fth the current dose. Instead of Here is an excellent example for our Indian stu sis revealed that the vaccine had The vaccine was developed by the venting Ebola infection. on July 17. The hotspots have been 10, it would take 28 days for the vac dents. Your columnist has recommended this mo 100% eﬃ�cacy. The ﬁ�nal results of the Public Health Agency of Canada and Of the 94,000 people who were shifting and new cases are being re cine to confer protection when one del to be added to the National Education Policy trial, too, showed the same result. licensed to NewLink Genetics. In No vaccinated during the current out ported from areas that were pre ﬁ�fth of the current dose is used. But 2019, so that we may demand youngsters to follow The duration of protection is not vember 2014, Merck entered into a breaks, only 71 developed the dis viously cleared. In May 2019, SAGE it would provide a “reasonable risk and gain from the Filipino experiment. known, though a few studies suggest licensing agreement with NewLink ease. Of the 71, only 15 developed cautioned that virus transmission beneﬁ�t tradeoﬀ� for protection,” protection up to one year. Genetics to research, develop, ma symptoms 10 or more days after vac continues to occur in areas where SAGE noted. dbala@lvpei.org CM A ND-NDE https://t.me/SSC4Exams YK https://t.me/Banking4Exams https://t.me/UPSC4Exams https://t.me/TheHindu_Zone_official EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE 16 OPEN PAGE DELHI THE HINDU SUNDAY, JULY 21, 2019 EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE ILLUSTRATION: J.A. PREMKUMAR The tale of a gritty survivor’s battles Arul P. Srinivas dine tests every summer in Chennai. These tested for I was diagnosed with can any recurring cancer, and cer of the thyroid in April these have always turned out 2014, a few months before negative as well. I was to join Purdue Univer Thanks to the consistent sity in the United States. My good news, tackling college doctors told me that if I had has been, well, ez pz (easy). to have cancer, this was the ‘best’ one of all the varieties. Rest assured that I’m now It was hard initially, but once I got past those initial semes ters and received positive Looking for where will we go for water? In school, we were taught rainfall, where will we go for freshwater? WATER happy and healthy, and I on news, there was no reason to that the rivers in the north In the beautiful city I live ly have very ordinary human quit. Giving up after that ern parts of India were pe in, we have lost 80% of our ailments such as sinus hea would be like Mario rage rennial rivers that ﬂ�ow year green cover and wetlands in daches, acne, stubbed toes quitting after beating round, because their source just 50 years. Translating this and the occasional Game of Bowser. was not always rainfall, but in terms of numbers that we Thrones spoiler. The real heroes of this sto also the melting Himalayan can crunch, this would be I spent a couple of months ry were my parents. The way glaciers. like walking along in a wood in and out of hospitals and I they have supported, tolerat The crisis is almost here to haunt us A few months back, trekk ed area with an electric saw, had more doctors than ed and motivated me ing in the mountains above to chop down four trees and Hema Nair friends. They cut my throat, through all my ups and turmoil, war of words, or the Gaumukh, the primary leave only the ﬁ�fth one stand pilfered my thyroid, and in downs is unreal. clash of ideals, our manna source of the Ganga, I saw ing. Imagine the woods after I the process snipped a nerve My dad has himself taken f you wish to raise a glass was being sucked out of this erosion lines on the moun that — the empty skyline, the to my shoulder and shocked me to every single doctor’s of wine in salute, and earth, dried out from the went by without signiﬁ�cant thirsty apartment complex tainside a few kilometres homeless birds, the scorch some vocal cords. Worst of appointment, Xray, ultra make the toast in Hebrew, skies and melted from our rain. The monsoon with its es. All too often, the din of long. It has taken 200 years ing sun on the ground and all, they had only one side of sound, blood test, iodine you give voice to words from mountains. We are looking resonant thunderstorms and another new borewell rig for the glacier to recede 3 the allpervasive heat and my head shaved before the scan and everything else in far ancient times — L’chaim. It into a Mad Maxlike future, forbidding black skies is only pierces your eardrums. km, but the rate has escalat dust. This fear may not be neck surgery and didn’t let Chennai, over the past ﬁ�ve is pronounced La-haim, and it appears now that the a memory from last year. If In those moments I often ed alarmingly since 1971 to long to a remote dystopian me even out the other side years. He has maintained a meaning ‘To Life’. nightmare will step out of the July is scarce, too, I wonder think of these monstrosities about 22 metres a year. future anymore. If the mon after the surgery (don’t ask chronological record of the I think the time has come big screen and turn into our what will happen to us for as giant spears piercing the They say it is only going to soon doesn’t come to our why). So, for a few weeks I details and results of every for us to make the toast every reality not too far away. the rest of the year. ﬂ�esh of Mother Earth, trying be a few decades more be land soon, this could well be looked like Cruella from 101 single one of these events so morning to ourselves and to As school kids trot oﬀ� to As I cycle around the vil to suck the marrow out of fore they evaporate into our present. Dalmatians when people systemically (almost psy those with us, with a glass of the ﬁ�rst day of school, the lages near my home, scarcely her body. Many of you may nothingness. Suddenly, toasting with a came to visit. A few days af chotically) that it puts the va water. Perhaps it will remind monsoon always came in to do I go more than a couple of not think in the hyperbole as If the northern rivers are tumbler of water ‘To Life’ ter the surgery, I downed 150 rious hospitals’ medical re us how precious those drops ruin the shine on the brand kilometres before I ﬁ�nd a bo I tend to, but I hope you in jeopardy from the disap doesn’t seem all that far millicurie of radioactive io cords departments to are, and how scarce it is be new shoes and white school rewell that pumps out water catch the drift. pearing Himalayan snow fetched. dine, spent two days in qua shame. During the month of coming. While we were dis uniforms. But it is July now, into a tanker, which then If the rain doesn’t come cover and the southern ones rantine where I binge my iodinefree diet each tracted by our sociopolitical and the whole month of June carts it oﬀ� into the city for and the earth dries up, are parched from absent drhemanair@gmail.com watched Death Note behind year, I couldn’t eat almost lead walls, and then under any kind of processed food, Creative destruction in full ﬂ�ow Light of life went various tests. Finally, in since they all invariably con June 2014, the doctors in tained iodised salt. Through formed us the cancer was those months, my mom gone. learned how to make home Rupsha Bose Then there came the made cheese, bread, ketch Change is sweeping over the road transport sector in an inevitable re-run of the technology cycle H question of Purdue. I said (or up and various other things uman emotions fasci more accurately, croaked) from scratch (using nonio nate me — the lips that I still really wanted to dised salt) that her fussy son Paromita Falia sential to break this circular It is important to note displaying feelings, study in the U.S. despite the couldn’t live without. ﬂ�ow. And here comes the here that EVs are not a new wrinkled brows, glittering A possibility of a relapse, my They’ve done a lot. s Alexa plays ‘Radio role of entrepreneurs with invention. They go way back eyes, contented faces. Hu frailty and my voice — and They’ve been strong, pa Killed the Video Star’, their innovations. to a time when the Model T mans have a tendency to be my parents probably won tient, trusting and just think of the products Today, electric vehicles was not yet around; for that happy when something dered if I had brain cancer as allround awesome. lying in their graves now or (EVs) present one of the best matter, Henry Ford was not good happens. But we sel well! We debated and ar They made my un are in need of some lifesav examples of creative des yet born. The credit for in dom feel someone else’s joy. gued a lot, but in the end my dergrad ez pz. ing surgery. Cable TV killed truction. The alarm set oﬀ� by venting EVs goes to diﬀ�erent I capture the emotions of awesome, awesome parents Recently I grad antenna TV but it is in turn radical changes in the global people. In 1828, Anyos Jedlik people on my camera, going set aside the obvious fears uated from Pur now getting stabbed by me climate system has provided created a small model car for the faces of vendors, or they had and allowed due. I’ll try to dia service providers such as a wakeup call to leaders all powered by an electric mo shops that trigger my curios me to enroll at avoid the myriad Netﬂ�ix and Hotstar. Smart over the world. They see EVs tor. Similarly, in 1834, Ver ity. I saw a shop shimmering Purdue. cliches about phones have almost replaced as a crucial element to mini mont Blacksmith Thomas with lights: old, new, vin Since I don’t graduating (ob keypad phones. Timely re mise environmental casual Davenport and Professor Si tage, modern, handmade, have my thy viously Purdue suscitation of the latter by ties from the pursuit of hu brandus Stratingh created factory assembled, and roid gland, I was like a se adding features such as man endeavours. They see it their own models. more. But what caught my have to take cond home 3G/4G support and en as an essential element of But it was only after 1895 attention was the owners, supplements and obviously hanced memory have man sustainable development. that they started enjoying ac three people, all over 65, every day, I’ll miss my aged to sustain their support Strategically, EVs have tive consumer support. In ci smiling and welcoming all. which quick friends, and among people, who would presented India with a rare ties such as London and New The passion in them was ly became a obviously I’m like to know what’s happen opportunity to emerge as a York, electric batterypo that of teenagers, always on ILLUSTRATION: SREEJITH R. KUMAR morning habit glad to be ing around the world and yet global leader in the climate wered taxis became availa their feet and eager to help. in my ﬁ�rst sem done), so I’ll pa not get overwhelmed by it. forum as well as a chance to mercially viable oilﬁ�elds in horsedrawn carriages more ble. But their popularity One of them approached ester at Purdue. raphrase Pur Economics gives us a term unshackle itself from the the United States in the or less went out of vogue. didn’t last in the face of com me as I was staring at the Thanks to that, I due’s president to understand this transition hardships that oil have been mid19th century. Thus, an old economic petition from the oilbased beautiful lights. I started a soon cultivated the Mitch Daniels of products happening in the creating ever since it went The advent of motor cars structure was gradually re car. EVs back than had slow conversation with him. It convenient superpow instead: “As market — Creative Destruc hypercommercial. The evo destroyed the economic placed by a new economic speed and low range, and felt like home all of a sud er of swallowing tablets every me tion. Inspired by Karl Marx, lution in the automobile in feasibility of bullock carts structure. And as Schumpe there was the problem of den; it wasn’t just a shop, without water. My inaudi chanical en J.A Schumpeter deﬁ�ned the dustry riding on the internal and horsedrawn carriages. ter said, the success of an in power inadequacy. Its mar they made it feel like home. ble voice cost me participa gineer ‘gale of creative destruction’ combustion engine has been Journeys became compara novation makes other entre ket was restricted to the af I didn’t need any lights, tion points in some classes, knows, as a “process of industrial an interesting process. tively faster and safer than preneurs follow the original ﬂ�uent sections. but bought one anyway for but on the brighter side, for without friction, there is no mutation that incessantly re Motor cars came on to the before. Distances that could innovator in ‘swarm like In the early 20th century, the sake of the smiles on about six months, I could traction.” volutionises the economic scene in the 19th century. be covered easily increased clusters’. True to this, today oil was cheap and the intro their faces. They happily perform one of the gruﬀ�est I’m glad things happened structure from within, inces The German engineer Karl manifold. Besides, carts and we have companies such as duction of the Model T, packed three lamps for me Batman impersonations in the way they did (thyroid santly destroying old ones, Benz invented it in 1885. La carriages were labourinten Toyota, RenaultNissan and which was aﬀ�ordable to mid and asked me to stop by the Midwest. cancer, losing my voice, be incessantly creating new ter Henry Ford in 1908 came sive for they required careful Volkswagen, which are per dle class Americans, cut even if I don’t buy anything. Things sailed smoothly af coming Batman, everyth ones.” up with the Model T, which maintenance of horses and forming better than the origi short the success of the EVs That day I realised that ter my second semester. ing!) because these hurdles According to Schumpeter, was relatively aﬀ�ordable. De oxen. The animals had to be nal innovators in terms of of that era. we can nurture a form of With voice therapy exercis are what have given me the without disruptions in the mand for motor cars acceler bathed and fed from time to sales. Will a rational consum Thus, if a century ago oil this within us. Hug someone es, Batman gradually be fortitude and conﬁ�dence to market there would be no ated after the First World time. Creative destruction of er miss carriages over cars based motor cars creatively even if you are a nonhug came an articulate South In keep going. development. In his analysis, War and with it, the value of these found many peasants today? Heck no! Despite pol destroyed EVs, in the present ger, smile at someone even dian Bruce Wayne. I had Onward to CMU (Carnegie he gives us the concept of cir gasoline, or what we com becoming unemployed. lution, oil wars and road con time the tables have been if you are feeling murky, buy blood tests every three Mellon University)! cular ﬂ�ow. Circular ﬂ�ow is monly call ‘petrol’. Oil went Of course, the automobile gestion. In terms of econom turned yet again. In fact in something from someone months (and will continue when the economy is in a sta on to be called black gold. In industry opened up new op ics, this is development. India, NITI Aayog has pro even if you don’t need it. It to) but the news has always Arul schooled in Sishya and later tionary equilibrium, which is fact, control over oil was one portunities, but in the short However, it seems that the posed that by 2030 only EVs might make their day. Try been good. I had to follow Vidya Mandir, both in Chennai, basically a static setting of the factors that deter run, because of lack of adap dominance of traditional fos should be sold. While the and be the happiness you before joining Purdue for his monthlong iodinefree diets where economic activities mined victory in the First tability amongst workers, sil fuelbased cars is coming game is on, let’s wait and search for in others, and the bachelor’s in Mechanical (did you know even choco Engineering. He is now going to follow a repetitive course. In World War. And the oil in there was a prevalence of to a slow end. Its agent of watch! light will guide you. lates contain iodised salt?) Carnegie Mellon to do his Master’s. order for further develop dustry as we know it began structural unemployment. destruction is the electric followed by radioactiveio Email: det.abu@gmail.com ment to take place, it is es with the discovery of com After the Great Depression, vehicle. pfalia7@gmail.com rupsha41@gmail.com A glean revolution in a world of food shortages and hunger Picking up after a harvest the good and usable fruit of human activity that is inadvertently left behind, is now a movement More on the Web thehindu.com/opinion/open-page Mini Krishnan continuously, thousands die shalt leave them for the poor ganisations send volunteers of malnutrition every day. and the stranger” (Leviticus, — or gleaners — into the ﬁ�elds From once upon a time I f you’re bored, go out and The article on gleaning tit 19:10). and farms of neighbours to When a little girl grows up, across grab a pizza. Or better led ‘To the Last Grain’ was In Punjab there is a farm pick up the leftbehind pro adolescent foibles and along heartbreak street still, have it delivered to about picking up, after a har ing rule which says a certain duce for people in need and REMA SRINIVASAN your sofa or desk. How many vest, the good and usable portion of the ﬁ�eld is to be local charities. In turn, farm halfeaten pizzas are fruit of human activity. Not left unharvested by the own ers beneﬁ�t with a small tax dumped? If you want variety, what is discarded, but those er. It is for those who work deduction for everything Beyond the dilemma surf a few cafes: pastry in items that were overlooked. his land for him. Gleaning they donate. The real perks of retired life: taking charge one, bonda and coﬀ�ee at After the giant combinehar was a signiﬁ�cant part of the Today, with increased at and gaining control over daily activities another. A dosa before a ﬁ�lm vesters move on, there is still income of peasants and vil tention on food waste and URMI CHAKRAVORTY in a multiplex, popcorn and plenty left for the birds and lagers in England in the 18th the need for fresh produce in cola during it, and a hotcho perhaps a sackful for the and 19th centuries. It was local food banks, the act of The many shades of grey colate afterwards. Food for farmer also. Gleaning is now highly regulated and timed gathering leftbehind pro The characteristics of gender identity fun, not health or hunger! a campaign in the U.S. and in with bells being rung for the duce that is not sellable from do not always come in black and white Just when I was wonder Europe. entry and exit of gleaners. farms and farmers’ markets RISHI KANNA ing about the explosion of What is gleaning? Some ILLUSTRATION: SATWIK GADE According to reports, 30 has steadily grown. foodtourism that we are 30% of fruit and vegetables to 40% of American food is The scale of gleaning has constantly being subjected are rejected simply because ‘gleaned’ and used by a less tion of their harvest behind wasted. It is estimated that changed but the philosophy to, I happened to read so they do not look nice. These formal market. for the less fortunate. In the more than 60.3 billion kilo remains the same. It brings mething that is a counter to ‘uglies’ go into the baskets of Unlike scavenging, which Old Testament, God in grams of that could have the harvest full circle whe Contributions to this page may be emailed to openpage@thehindu.co.in to a length of up to 700 words. Please provide the postal address and a brief descrip- the modern trend to treat gleaners. After a terrible has commercial implica structs Moses to tell his peo been eaten by someone. In rein nature and man com tion of the writer. An email id that is provided could be considered for publication. Certify in writing that it is original material; The Hindu views plagiarism as a serious food as another form of en summer, fruit might be tions, gleaning is rooted in ple that they are not to whol Britain that statistic is 10 mil bine for the beneﬁ�t of the issue. Also confirm that the submission is exclusive to this page. Taking into ac- tertainment; so I share the smaller than what the super charity and group eﬀ�ort. It is ly reap the corners of their lion tons. Thrown out by greatest number especially count the volume of material being received, we regret our inability to acknow- ledge receipt, or to entertain telephonic or other queries on the status of a submis- gist of it, particularly as we markets ask for; so instead of an ancient practice, dating ﬁ�elds. Nor are they to take households! Considering the the poor. sion. If a submission is not published within eight weeks, consider it to be out of the live in a country where, leaving them to rot on trees back centuries to when farm every single grape or olive millions of “food insecure” reckoning — in most cases owing to dearth of space. The publication of an article is not to be seen as The Hindu endorsing the viewpoint in any way. while some of us can feast and on the ground, they are ers were told to leave a por from their trees. “[T]hou people in the world many or minioup@gmail.com CM A ND-NDE YKhttps://t.me/SSC4Exams https://t.me/Banking4Exams https://t.me/UPSC4Exams https://t.me/TheHindu_Zone_official EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE THE HINDU SUNDAY, JULY 21, 2019 DELHI SPORT 17 EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE Selection committee has its task cut out for the Windies tour Indian team for threematch T20I series, as many ODIs and two Tests will be picked today low by a hip injury and he PREVIEW looks a doubtful starter for G. Viswanath even the Test series. Mumbai Manish Pandey, Shreyas Selection of the Indian team Iyer, Shubman Gill, Hanuma for the tour of the Caribbean Vihari, Khaleel Ahmed, Nav Islands always evokes feel deep Saini, Krunal Pandya, ings of nostalgia of the Ajit Axar Patel, Washington Sun Wadekarled Indian team’s dar, Avesh Khan are all in ac historic ﬁ�rst Test series win tion in the West Indies and there in 1971, Sunil Gavas are in the fray for the short kar’s phenomenal collection format and one or two for the of 774 runs, the remarkable Test series. spin bowling achievements of Also Mayank Agarwal, who Bishan Bedi, S. Venkataragh was chosen as a replacement avan, Erapalli Prasanna and for the injured Shankar dur Salim Durani’s gamechang ing the World Cup. A team ing dismissals of Clive Lloyd led by Shreyas will play the and Garﬁ�eld Sobers in the se three unoﬃ�cial Tests against cond innings of the second the West IndiesA. Test at Port of Spain. Horses for courses But it was the prelude to The selectors would follow the tour that saw the chair the horsesforcourses policy man of the selection commit when it comes picking the tee Vijay Merchant voting in squad for the three formats. favour of Wadekar as captain, There is a possibility of a few when juxtaposed with Man players being rested either sur Ali Khan Pataudi, that for the T20Is or ODIs. sort of made Indian cricket It has to be seen if the se shake like a leaf. lectors would give one of the Wadekar’s elevation as two wrist spinners, Yuzven captain, the selection of Ga dra Chahal and Kuldeep Ya vaskar for the tour were the dav, a break from interna highlights of the tour and tional cricket. Merchant felt vindicated With reports emerging about the choice he made Big shoes to ﬁ�ll: In the absence of M.S. Dhoni, young Rishabh Pant is the obvious choice for the premier wicketkeeper’s spot. * FILE PHOTO: R.V. MOORTHY that M.S. Dhoni would be much against the cricketing working with the Territorial fraternity’s perception. claimed as a positive thinking pick teams for an overseas land in the semiﬁ�nal, head lowed by two Tests in Anti formats. The selectors are on some players, it would be Army in the next two on the part of the then selec tour. coach Ravi Shastri rued the gua and Jamaica. scheduled to meet on Sunday ready to make a few changes months, Rishabh Pant will be Positive thinking tion committees. The choice of a couple of absence of proper No. 4 The selection committee, and perform the exercise. after taking into account the a straightforward choice for Merchant’s bold decisions And for the last ﬁ�ve de players for the middleorder batsman. led by M.S.K. Prasad, has ﬁ�tness reports of Shikhar all three formats. But it’s pos and Gundappa Viswanath’s cades the Indian cricket fan slots for the recently conclud Now it is time for a series been involved not only in Nuanced opinion Dhawan (recovering from ﬁ�n sible that the selectors will selection at the instance of has always expected the se ed ICC World Cup, raised a in the West Indies that will picking the national team And with the World Cup giv ger injury) and Vijay Shankar either go for Wriddhiman Sa Pataudi for the series against lectors to spring a surprise or few eyebrows and, after In start with a threematch T20I across all formats, but also ing the panel an opportunity (toe injury). ha or K.S. Bharat for the Test Australia in 1969 was ac two, when the time arrived to dia’s defeat against New Zea series, as many ODIs and fol the IndiaA team in all three to make a nuanced opinion Prithvi Shaw has been laid series as a reserve. MSD opts out of Only the enigmatic Dhoni knows about the ﬁ�nish line Caribbean assignment If he thinks he is ﬁ�t and performing, he has every right to stake his claim: Sandeep Patil Vijay Lokapally but you can’t be bigger than cricketers had a chance to NEW DELHI the game. When I was the come back. But, at 38, time Will be spending two months with his No star in Indian cricket has chairman, the committee may be running out for took some tough decisions in Dhoni. army regiment, says a BCCI oﬃ�cial been as enigmatic as M.S. Dhoni. There were times the interest of the team and Dhoni has made himself when the selectors could not Indian cricket. It is not easy unavailable for the imminent DHONI UPDATE reach him. Even the Board to tell a player that his time is tour of the West Indies as he president would be left clue up. If he does not ﬁ�t into the has opted to serve the army Press Trust of India New Delhi less. The situation seems not scheme of things, you have to for two months. A honorary to have changed. tell him sometimes. I am not lieutenant colonel, the form Former India captain M.S. suggesting Dhoni should er India captain’s fascination Dhoni on Saturday made For someone who won quit. If he thinks he is ﬁ�t and for army is well chronicled. “I himself “unavailable” for dered if he would get an op performing, he has every expect him to inform the se the Indian team’s tour of portunity to wear the India right to stake his claim. What lectors in time (about a prob West Indies as speculation cap, the wicketkeeperbat ultimately matters is what able retirement or his career raged about his future. M.S. Dhoni. sman progressed rapidly, led * FILE PHOTO plans do the selectors and plans). There is a lot riding An Honorary Lieutenant India to two incredible global his army regiment,” he said. the captain have,” said Patil. on his shoulders,” said an of Colonel in the Parachute Re title triumphs — ICC World giment of the Territorial Ar Dhoni, 38, has intimated T20 (2007) and World Cup ﬁ�cial closely associated with Time running out the developments. my, it is learnt that Dhoni his decision to the BCCI (2011), besides becoming fa would be spending better prior to the selection com mous for his ﬁ�nishing skills. Virender Sehwag, Zaheer There is a section which part of the next two months mittee meeting on Sunday. He commanded genuine res Khan, Gautam Gambhir, Yuv feels Dhoni would want to ex with his regiment. With Dhoni pulling out of pect from his peers and past raj Singh and Harbhajan tend his international career Crucial call: M.S. Dhoni, no doubt, will want to time his retirement to perfection. * AFP A top BCCI oﬃ�cial con the tour, Rishabh Pant is ex stalwarts and his fan follow Singh were some of the big by playing the T20 format ﬁ�rmed the development. pected to be ﬁ�rstchoice ing across the world has been al selectors? They would Dhoni is available as long as piece of advice. “As a selec players who were dropped. but the selectors may have “Dhoni has made himself wicketkeeper in all three immense. They don’t want ideally want Dhoni to take a he does not announce his re tor, I am answerable only to “We never said they would their own views on the sub unavailable for the tour of formats, while Wriddhiman Dhoni to retire. Some former bow as they are keen to look tirement. Former National the Board. I am answerable be not picked again,” insisted ject. As for the ﬁ�nish line, on West Indies as he will be Saha will be Pant’s backup stars don’t want him to go. ahead and nurture some selection committee chair to Indian cricket. It doesn’t Patil. The then selection ly the enigmatic Dhoni spending two months with in Tests. But what about the nation youngsters. Technically, man Sandeep Patil had a matter if you are a big player committee thought these knows. SreejaMousumi duo wins a thriller Lowry continues to buzz, leads by four strokes Pooja and Reeth Rishya fail to make the cut in women’s singles The Irishman’s eightunder for the day puts him well ahead of Fleetwood C’WEALTH TT weather produced a birdie A ﬂ�urry of bogeys and Double bogeys on the 10th feast. double bogeys on the back and 11th were followed by a Amol Karhadkar The 46yearold West nine spoilt the card of Shub bogey but he had a bogey CUTTACK wood, still hunting for a ﬁ�rst hankar Sharma, who tum bogey on 13 and 14. He had a Sreeja Akula and Mousumi Major, birdied the second, bled from a decent T48th at double bogey on the 15th be Paul of India survived a third and fourth holes and the start of the day to a dis fore ﬁ�nishing with a birdie tense ﬁ�nish against Wales’ was brieﬂ�y on his own at the appointing 72nd. on the 18th. Charlotte Carey and young top of the leaderboard. Top scores: sensation Anna Hursey to Reuters Defending champion Bright to bad 1. Shane Lowry (8 in third PORTRUSH (NORTHERN IRELAND) round, 16 overall); 2. Tommy enter the women’s doubles Francesco Molinari's hopes Shubhankar birdied the Fleetwood (5, 12); 3. J.B. quarterﬁ�nals of the 21st Ireland’s Shane Lowry was of retaining the title looked Par5 second for the second Holmes (2, 10); 4. Brooks Commonwealth table tennis on the brink of his ﬁ�rst Major over after he could only day running and then had a Koepka (4, 9) and Justin Rose championship at the Jawa title after shooting a nerve manage a oneover 72 to birdie on the ninth too. But (3, 9); 6. Rickie Fowler (5, 8) harlal Nehru Indoor Stadi less eightunder 63 on Satur leave him twoover going in all that changed once the and Lee Westwood (1, 8); 72. um on Saturday. day to take a fourshot lead to the ﬁ�nal day. back nine began. Shubhankar Sharma (+6, +6). into the ﬁ�nal round of the Tiring day British Open. After a tiring day for both Lowry, 32, did not drop a girls — they played three wo shot all day and streaked men’s qualiﬁ�cation singles clear of the ﬁ�eld with three matches followed by two consecutive birdies at 15, 16 rounds in the doubles and 17. events — the Indian girls saw Grinding it out: Mousumi Paul and Sreera Akula survived a Welsh scare. * BISWARANJAN ROUT Tommy Fleetwood, with a oﬀ� the Welsh challenge 116, ﬁ�veunder for the day, was 211, 114, 411, 118 in a battle — fell by the wayside. 118, 711, 116, 114; Melissa la, Mousumi Paul, Prapti Sen, second with 12under. that stretched over halfan Tapper & Michelle Bromley Selena Selvakumar, Divya hour. Bowing out (Aus) bt Emily Bolton (Eng) & Deshpande. Holmes slips to third Lim Eunice Zoe (Sgp) 119, 114, Sagarika Mukherjee, Anusha Sreeja and Mousumi will In men’s singles, Sourav Sa J.B. Holmes, the other joint 1113, 114; Zhang Wan Ling & Kutumbale (Ind), Feng Chunyi now take on Zhang Wan ha, Anirban Ghosh, Arjun Tan Lilin Jassy (Sgp) bt Ho Tin leader, slipped to the third (Aus), Chang Alice Li Sian Ling and Tan Lilin Jassy, Ghosh, Jubin Kumar and Tin & Denis Payet (Eng) 116, Chang (Mas), Nimotalia Areg spot after a twounder for who stunned the thirdseed Siddhesh Pande couldn’t 119, 1012, 811, 118. besola, Ajoke Ojomu (Ngr), the day and 10under over ed duo of Ho TinTin and make the cut. Sreeja Akula & Mousumi Paul Wong Xin Ru, Goi Rui Xuan, Lim all. Brooks Koepka and Justin Denis Payet from England. The results (roundof16): (Ind) bt Charlotte Carey & Anna Eunice Zoe (Sgp). Rose kept themselves in con In the singles preliminary Women’s doubles: Madhurika Hursey (Wal) 116, 211, 114, 4 Men: Bode Abiodun, Azeez Ja tention, ﬁ�nishing at nineun Patkar & Archana Kamath (Ind) 11, 118; Ho Ying & Tee Ai Xin miu (Ngr), Thomas Jarvis (Eng), der overall. stage, 15 of the 22 Indian bt Louiza Kourea & Foteini Me (Mas) bt Peng Kai & Feng Chu Sushmit Sriram, Manush Shah, Earlier, Danny Willett’s paddlers qualiﬁ�ed for the nyi (Aus) 1311, 111, 116; Sutir letie (Cyp) 1210, 118, 119; Goi Sanil Shetty, Jeet Chandra, Ro superb sixunder 65 helped main draw. Only two of 11 Rui Xuan & Wong Xin Ru (Sgp) tha Mukherjeee & Sagarika nit Bhanja. women — Pooja Sahasra Mukherjee (Ind) bt Ishara Mad him climb the leaderboard. bt Oﬃ�ong Edem & Celilia Akpan Sudhanshu Grover (Ind), Lu budhe, who ﬁ�nished third in (Ngr) 119, 118, 411, 611, urangi & Jithara Warnakulasuri cas Tan, Pang Yu En Koen, Chew The Englishman, winner her group, and T. Reeth 1311. ya (SL) 113, 118, 116. Zheyu Clarence (Sgp), Muha of the Masters in 2016, mis Rishya, who failed to capi Pooja Sahasrabudhe & Kritti The qualiﬁ�ers’ list: mad Rizal, Leong Chee Feng, sed a birdie putt on the 18th talise on a couple of match wika Sinha Roy (Ind) vs Alice Li Women: Krittwika Sinha Roy, Javen Choong (Mas), Marios that would have set a new The swing factor: Tommy Fleetwood stormed up the leaderboard with a ﬁ�veunder on points in her crunch match Sian Chang & Lee Xin Ni (Mas) Sutirtha Mukherjee, Sreeja Aku Yiangou (Cyp). course record as the calm Saturday. REUTERS * CM A ND-NDE https://t.me/SSC4Exams YK https://t.me/Banking4Exams https://t.me/UPSC4Exams https://t.me/TheHindu_Zone_official EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE 18 SPORT DELHI THE HINDU SUNDAY, JULY 21, 2019 EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE Sindhu in her ﬁ�rst ﬁ�nal of season Hima claims 400m gold U Mumba holds oﬀ� Titans Downs All England champion Chen in straight games Bengaluru Bulls overcomes Pirates’ challenge Sports Bureau BADMINTON DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD NOVE MESTO NAD METUJI (Czech Republic) PKL-7 B Sindhu holds a 104 Hima Das clocked a season advantage over Yamaguchi, SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT Press Trust of India best 52.09s as she won the HYDERABAD whom she has defeated in JAKARTA their last four meetings women’s 400m gold in the Former champion U Mumba India’s P.V. Sindhu entered DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD Nove Mesto nad Metuji warded oﬀ� a late challenge the ﬁ�nal of the Indonesia Grand Prix on Saturday. from Telugu Titans to script Open BWF Tour Super 1000 pletely dominated the se This was Hima’s ﬁ�rst a 3125 win in the Vivo Pro badminton tournament with cond to seal a place in the 400m after she retired Kabaddi League Season7 a straightgame win over All ﬁ�nal. midway through quarter opener at Gachibowli In England champion Chen Yu mile heats at Asian cham door Stadium here on fei of China here on India’s campaign ends pionships in Doha in April. Saturday. Saturday. At the Russian Open in Vladi M.P. Jabir won the 400m The home fans were Sindhu showed her bril vostok, Meghana Jakkampu hurdles gold in 49.66s. Na stunned as star raider Sidd liance once again as she saw di lost both her mixed and tional 400m record holder harth Desai was kept quiet Actionpacked: A U Mumba raider tries to wriggle out oﬀ� World No. 3 Chen 2119, women’s doubles matches as Muhammed Anas, who ran in the ﬁ�rst half, his ﬁ�rst six of the Titans’ grasp. NAGARA GOPAL * 2110 to enter her ﬁ�rst ﬁ�nal of India’s campaign ended. the 200m here, clocked raids fetching no points as U the season. Meghana and Dhruv Kapi 20.95s for the silver. Mumba took a 1710 lead at lead till the break, thanks to points. However, he was The World No. 5 Indian, la, seeded eighth, lost to In The results (winners and the break. the defence manned eﬃ� clearly below par this day. who reached the last four at events featuring Indians): donesia’s seventh seeds Ad In what was expected to ciently by Fazel, Sandeep Thought Titans came up Men, 200m: 1. Jan Volko (Slo, Singapore and India Open nan Maulana and Mychelle be a battle between U Mum and Surender. with a super tackle to reduce 20.80s); 2. Muhammed Anas this year, set up a summit Crhystine Bandaso 216, 2115 (20.95). 400m: 1. Mazen Al ba captain and defender Fa the lead to 2230 with two clash with Japan’s fourth in the mixed doubles semiﬁ� Yassin (KSA, 45.98s); 2. Noah zel Atrachali and Siddharth, Rajnish shines minutes remaining, it seed Akane Yamaguchi. nal which lasted just 27 mi Nirmal Tom (46.05); 3. K.S. it was the former who dis After the break, Titans’ bat proved too little too late. Sindhu holds a 104 ad nutes. Jeevan (46.47); 4. Amoj Jacob hed out a few lessons in the tled back through Rajnish In the second match of vantage over Yamaguchi, In women’s doubles, (46.99); 5. P.K. Kunhu Mu art of tackling by pinning the who kept the team in the the day, defending cham whom she has defeated in Meghana and Poorvisha hammed (47.19). 400m hur latter down with support hunt, especially in the last pion Bengaluru Bulls began their last four meetings. Ram failed to cross the last dles: 1. M.P. Jabir (49.66s); 4. from Rohit Baliyan and Su 20 minutes. He scored seven its campaign with a hard four hurdle at the $75,000 Jithin Paul (51.45). render Singh. Chen, who won the Aus points and was easily Titans’ fought 3432 victory over Women, 400m: 1. Hima Das tralia, Swiss and All England tournament. An allround display by U best player of the day. threetime champions, Pat (52.09s); 2. V.K. Vismaya this year, has been the most Fourth seeds Miki Kashih (52.48); 3. Saritaben Gayak Mumba, which scored the Though Siddharth scored na Pirates, in the second proliﬁ�c player this season ara and Miyuki Kato of Japan wad (53.28); 4. M.R. Poovam ﬁ�rst allout of the game his ﬁ�rst point of the game match of the evening. Easy outing: P.V. Sindhu held her own in the ﬁ�rst game and and looked good in the ﬁ�rst stunned the topseeded In ma (53.74); 5. R. Vithya through Abhishek Singh’s with only eight minutes to The results: U Mumba bt Telu then completely dominated the second against Chen Yufei. game but a ﬁ�ghting Sindhu dian duo 2110, 218 in 33 mi (54.19). Others: V. Subha raid, powered ahead 136. go for the ﬁ�nal whistle, he gu Titans 3125; Bengaluru * ROBERTUS PUDYANTO/ GETTY IMAGES held her own and then com nutes. (54.22); V.K. Shalini (55.39). U Mumba held on to its recovered to ﬁ�nish with ﬁ�ve Bulls bt Patna Pirates 3432. Bindra banking on younger crop to deliver the goods CRICKET WindiesA pips IndiaA ‘Their mindset is very diﬀ�erent, they are very competitive in nature right from the beginning’ ANI ington Sundar then did their Anitgua bit, both making 45, but as SHOOTING jay Kumar (bronze and silver in 2012) keeping it among < > The youngsters of today are very translate the belief into a structured highperfor A lot of sporting action is coming here. West IndiesA registered its ﬁ�rst win of the ﬁ�vematch soon as they were dismis sed, India’s hopes of a win medals, a majority of India’s diﬀ�erent. Their mance programme, Bindra “We’ve set up a lot of unoﬃ�cial ODI series on Fri were dashed and it lost by Amol Karhadkar shooters are found to crum mindset is very started the Abhinav Bindra these high performance day, beating IndiaA by ﬁ�ve ﬁ�ve runs. CUTTACK ble under the pressure of the Targeting Performance centres for various sports. runs in the fourth game. diﬀ�erent, they are Earlier, IndiaA opted to It may have been excluded big occasion. After all, Bin very competitive in (ABPT). Makes a lot of sense to sup Chasing 299, India was oﬀ� bowl and Roston Chase’s 84 from the 2022 Common dra, who retired after the The ﬁ�fth centre of ABPT — plement the work that the to a steady start as openers laid the base for West In nature. wealth Games in Birming 2016 Rio de Janeiro Olympic, which aims at providing the high performance centres Anmolpreet Singh and Rut diesA to post 298 for nine. ham but shooting still re was the closest to a medal will develop but also how so best of scientiﬁ�c and techno with the work that we are do uraj Gaikwad added 32, but Devon Thomas and Jo mains among India’s high among India’s 16 shooters. ciety in India has grown and logical enhancement mea ing,” Bindra said. their resistance was cut nathan Carter also made hopes when it comes to “I think a lot has changed changed,” Bindra said after sures — started in Bhubanes “We do high perfor short by Sherfane Ruther halfcenturies. building up on its Olympic from Rio to now. If you look awarding medals to the team war earlier in the year. mance, we do injury preven ford’s brilliance as he dis medal count in Tokyo next at what is happening, a lot of championship winners of The centre is equipped tion, we do injury manage missed Anmolpreet (11). Khaleel Ahmed scalped year. Abhinav Bindra, India’s success is coming from the the 21st Commonwealth Ta Abhinav Bindra. * FILE PHOTO with the latest technological ment, so it’s part and IndiaA kept losing wick four for IndiaA. ﬁ�rst individual gold medal young generation. The ble Tennis Championship on evaluation and rectiﬁ�cation performance of sport right at ets and was not able to stitch The scores: West IndiesA 298 list, is banking on the youn youngsters of today are very Friday. selfbelief. I think the crunch equipment along with an the elite level but also at the a solid partnership as the for nine in 50 overs (Roston Chase 84, Devon Thomas 70, ger crop to deliver the goods diﬀ�erent. Their mindset is situation is a year away from expert team led by Dr. Kartik grassroot level. side was reduced to 127 for Jonathan Carter 50, Khaleel next year. very diﬀ�erent, they are very ‘More conﬁ�dent’ now and we will know in To Doshi. “So it was a perfect desti ﬁ�ve in the 26th over. Axar Ahmed four for 67, Avesh Khan Despite the likes of Rajya competitive in nature, right “The youth of today are far kyo how they fare. I wish “Bhubaneswar is becom nation. It’s a very supportive Patel held fort as he mixed three for 62) bt India A 293 for vardhan Singh Rathore (sil from the beginning, and I more conﬁ�dent. I think that them luck.” ing the hub of sport. The administration… It’s been caution and aggression and nine in 50 overs (Axar Patel 81 ver in 2004), Bindra (gold in think that is an indication of makes a lot of diﬀ�erent be In an eﬀ�ort to groom (Odisha) government has fantastic and we could tran was unbeaten on 81. n.o., Krunal Pandya 45, Wash 2008), Gagan Narang and Vi course for the sport which cause it gives them a lot of youngsters and help them been extremely supportive. slate our vision into reality.” Krunal Pandya and Wash ington Sundar 45). Nayan and Vishnu share VW targets ITC crown Pinot reigns, Alaphilippe increases lead spoils in MRF Formula 1600 in its 10th year TOUR DE FRANCE Agence France Presse Ashwin rules the roost in Formula LGB 1300 category ‘Idea with onemake championship is COL DU TOURMALET to give the drivers a chance to compete’ France celebrated on Satur MOTORSPORTS S. Dipak Ragav pace on Friday but we are day as Thibaut Pinot con quered the Pyrenean sum Chennai working on it and next round Sports Reporter mit of la Col du Tourmalet Chennai For Volkswagen India, there should be better.” with Julian Alaphilippe fol Young gun Ashwin Datta are a lot of reasons to cele Speaking about ten years lowing him across the line to from Chennai spearheaded brate as it commemorates its of being involved in motor extend his overall Tour de a momentous podium 10th year of participating in sports, Vissa added, “Our France lead. sweep for his team Momen Indian motorsports. Its one idea with onemake cham Defending champion Ge tum Motorsports in the high make series, the Ameo Cup, pionship is to give the driv raint Thomas lost 35 se ly competitive Formula LGB has been given the status of a ers, who have never had any conds after being dropped 1300 category, holding oﬀ� national championship with kind of racing experience be by Pinot at the death, while Coming good: Thibaut Pinot led a French onetwo. * AFP two Bengaluru schoolboys pro and junior category win fore, a chance to come in and his Ineos cocaptain Egan while Nayan Chatterjee ners crowned national cham compete. This is the core of Bernal ﬁ�nished a few se ishes over 2000m. in the general classiﬁ�cation (Mumbai) and local challen pions in the Ameo Class. our programme. On an aver conds behind the winner at Thomas is now over two after he started to suﬀ�er with ger Vishnu Prasad won a The German manufactur age, we have nine guys or the ﬁ�rst of seven summit ﬁ�n minutes behind Alaphilippe 500m to go. race apiece in the premium er, also for the ﬁ�rst time, has girls who come in every MRF F1600 class on day two stepped up its involvement year.” of the MRF MMSC FMSCI In dian National Car Racing Championship at the MMRT, On the podium: Ashwin Datta ﬂ�anked by secondplaced by ﬁ�elding its factory team in the premier championship in the country, Indian Touring Vissa said, “As a manufac turer, for us, when we do the motorsport program, it Jyothsna stuns Srija here on Saturday. Tijil Rao, right, and thirdplaced Chirag Ghorpade. Cars category. It had a great makes zero diﬀ�erence be Also in the limelight was * SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT start in the ﬁ�rst round in cause, as of right now, our Nandhini outwits Pratyshua Coimbatore veteran Arjun Coimbatore, winning all main focus is on developing Balu (Race Concepts) who poor qualifying session due (13:35.140); 3. Raghul Rangasa three races against nimble drivers, bringing in new tech NATIONAL CHESS shrugged oﬀ� a poor qualify to a technical hitch with his my (Mamallapuram) opponents like the Esteem nology into the sport and ele ing session where he ﬁ�n car, was not to be denied (13:35.732). vating the sport. which weigh far less than the Special Correspondent ished ﬁ�fth, and won the pop when the eightlap race got Indian Touring Cars (Race1): 1. “The Ameo class from this Karaikudi Ventos that VW is using. underway. Some four cor Arjun Balu (Race Concepts) ular Indian Touring Cars year — there is a lot more It was a day of surprises yet (15:22.141); 2. Karthik Tharani race with a measure of com ners before the end of the Keeps up good form weight to it. That is bragging again with L. Jyothsna of Ta (VW Motorsports) (15:31.209); fort, while Chennai’s R.P. ﬁ�rst lap, the Coimbatore star 3. Nikanth Ram (Arka Motor On Saturday, VW continued rights for the driver. The re mil Nadu pulling it oﬀ� over Rajarajan took the honours jumped four positions to sports) (15:38.667). its good form in the series cognition they get is much ﬁ�fth seed Srija Seshadri and in the Super Stock category take the lead and never Super Stock (Race1): 1. RP Raj with a secondplace ﬁ�nish better.” Nandhini Sairapalli of Goa after a tough ﬁ�ght. Pune lad looked back. arajan (Performance Racing) despite the MMRT being a Vissa also hoped more outwitting eighth seed Pra Pratik Sonawane topped in Behind him, after the in (16:23.257); 2. Rithvik Thomas tough track with its long brands entered the ITC cate tyshua Bodda of Andhra Pra the Volkswagen Ameo Class itial jostling for track posi (Race Concepts) (16:25.808); sweeping corners. gory and that VW was ready desh in the 46th National race. tions, Karthik Tharani (VW 3. Sudanand Daniel (Race Con Sirish Vissa, head of VW for a competitive ﬁ�ght, say women’s chess champion In the ﬁ�rst MRF F1600 Motorsport) seemed content cepts) (16:27.363). motorsports India said, ing, “We would love to do it. ship at the Chettinad Public race, Chatterjee beneﬁ�tted to hold his second spot be Formula LGB 1300 (Race1): 1. “First round was great, we It brings value to a certain ex School here on Saturday. from a drivethrough penal hind Balu while further Ashwin Datta (Momentum Mo tent and other manufactur But Soumya Swaminath exceeded our own expecta back, Nikanth Ram (ARKA torsports) (15:23.678); 2. Tijil an (PSPB), Bhakti Kulkarni ty for polesitter Sohil Shah tions. But this is a track that’s ers need to come in and com Big scalp: L. Jyothsna pulled oﬀ� a surprise win over Rao (Momentum Motorsports) from Bengaluru for jump Motorsports) won a tight quite diﬀ�erent compared to pete. Winning ITC as a (Air India) and Divya Desh ﬁ�fth seed Srija Seshadri. SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT * (15:25.447); 3. Chirag Ghor start and once in front, he battle with another VW fac the Kari speedway. Herewe manufacturer is a big thing mukh (Maharashtra), the top pade (Momentum Motor sharing points with Siddhali Goyal (UP) 1.5 drew with Mary opened up a comfortable tory driver Ishaan Dodhiwa sports) (15:33.840). were oﬀ� compared to where for it is the premier class of three seeds, marched into Shetye (Maharashtra). Ann Gomes (PSPB) 1.5; Nandhi lead to win from Chennai’s la, to complete the podium. Volkswagen Ameo Class we should be in terms of racing in India.” the third round without But before the start of the ni Saripalli (Goa) 2 bt Pratyusha Nirmal Umashankar and Meanwhile, Oman’s Shi (Race1): 1. Pratik Sonawane much diﬃ�culty. Bodda (AP) 1; P.V. Nandhidhaa 2 Coimbatore’s Bala Prasath. hab Al Habsi and Finn Elias (Pune) (15:36.937); 2. Saurav However, six time cham third round, the players re bt V. Toshali (AP) 1; C.H. Megh In the next race, Vishnu Seppanen shared the top ho Bandyopadhyay (Mumbai) pion IM S. Vijayalakshmi sur laxed a bit celebrating the In na (Rlys) 1 lost to Vantika Agra Prasad, starting fourth on nours in the two Formula 4 (15:41.501); 3. Jeet Jhabakh vived some anxious mo ternational Chess Day with wal (Del) 2; M. Mahalakshmi M the grid, rocketed oﬀ� the SEA races. (15:45.786). ments before splitting points Arun Kumar, the vicechair (Rlys) 1.5 drew with Dhyana Pa blocks to take the lead in the The results (Provisional – all Formula 4 SEA (Race1, 11 with Y. Saranya. man of the Chettinad school. tel (Guj) 1.5. ﬁ�rst lap itself and then hung eight laps unless mentioned): laps): 1. Shihab Al Habsi Sanskriti Goyal (Uttar Pra Important results (second Srishti Pandey (Mah) 1 lost on to win ahead of two other MRF F1600 (Race1): 1. Nayan (Oman) (20:40.847); 2. Elias desh) held threetime Na round, TN unless speciﬁ�ed): to Michelle Catherina 2; Nisha Chatterjee (Mumbai) (13mins, Seppanen (Finland) Soumya Swaminathan (PSPB) 2 Mohota (PSPB) 2 bt Potluri Su Chennai drivers, Sandeep tional champion and sixth 31.977secs); 2. Nirmal Umash (20:43.526); 3. Alister Yoong bt G. Sandhya (AP) 1; Potluri preetha (AP) 1; Siddhali Shetye Kumar and Raghul ankar (Chennai) (13:34.309); 3. (Malaysia) (20:44.174). Race2 seed Mary Ann Gomes Saye Srreezza (TS) 1 lost to (Mah) 1.5 drew with K. Priyanka Rangasamy. A Bala Prasath (Coimbatore) (12 laps): 1. Seppanen (PSPB) to a creditable draw Bhakti Kulkarni (AI) 2; Y. Sara 1.5; C.M.N. Sunyuktha 2 bt Isha (13:34.805). Race2: 1. Vishnu (19:57.398); 2. Young and National under17 cham nya 1.5 drew with S. Vijaya Sharma (Kar) 1; Neha Singh Balu sizzles Prasad (Chennai) (13:34.363); (19:57.948); 3. Al Habsi Setting the pace: Volkswagen leads the pack in the pion K. Priyanka (Tamil Na lakshmi (AI) 1.5; Srija Seshadri 1 (Bih) 1 lost to S. Meenakshi (AI) Earlier, Balu, who had a 2. Sandeep Kumar (Chennai) (19:58.826). ITC saloon category. SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT * du)seemed quite satisﬁ�ed lost to L. Jyothsna 2; Sanskriti 2. CM A ND-NDE https://t.me/SSC4Exams YK https://t.me/Banking4Exams https://t.me/UPSC4Exams https://t.me/TheHindu_Zone_official EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE THE HINDU SUNDAY, JULY 21, 2019 DELHI SPORT 19 EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE TV PICKS Commonwealth Sports, 10 a.m. Indonesia Open badmin- TT: DD The Uwe eﬀ�ect in Shivpal’s block Tough road ahead ton: Star Sports 1 (SD & HD), 10.30 a.m. The Open golf: DSport, 3.30 National coach to watch the Indian closely in Finland after change of technique So, can we expect someth for Neeraj p.m. PKL: Star Sports 1 & 2 (SD & ATHLETICS ing like 82m on Wednesday? He has resumed training HD), 7.30 p.m. Stan Rayan “The result will not be the Kochi Special Correspondent main target, but the tech IN BRIEF A few days ago, one felt there nique. He should be able to Kochi were cracks appearing in the throw that but we have alrea He may have been the country’s exciting javelin dy started our preparation World No. 4 and won gold world after a chat with Ger for Doha and this competi at the Asian Games and man Uwe Hohn. tion will be direct out of train Commonwealth Games Hohn, the national javelin ing,” said Hohn, a former but life will not be easy for throw coach, was fuming world record holder. Neeraj Chopra as he works about the technique of Shiv his way back to the world Ibrahimovic nets pal Singh and Annu Rani, He explained that Shivpal’s circuit after the recent el hat-trick for LA Galaxy both Asian silver medallists. mediocre throws in the last bow surgery. LOS ANGELES Shivpal’s form was slipping two meets were due to “fa “It will be a diﬃ�cult pro Zlatan Ibrahimovic lived up to around that time, from a per tigue and muscle imbalance”. cess to change his way of the bravado on Friday, sonal best of 86.23m at the throwing and he needs a In Finland, Shivpal will be scoring all three goals to Doha Asian meet in April to lot of trust and patience to up against Estonia’s Magnus power the LA Galaxy to a the season’s low of 76.90 in do so,” said national javelin Kirt, the only one to throw ov hard fought 32 victory over Poland towards the end of coach Uwe Hohn. MLS rivals Los Angeles er 90m this year, and Fin June. “Neeraj is very talented Football Club. The land’s 2012 London Olympics and could throw very far unstoppable 37yearold silver medallist Antti Ruuska Sivpal does not listen but for that he has to be Neeraj Chopra. * REUTERS showed he’s still capable of nen. Shivpal has already qual “No left ‘block’ and Shivpal healthy! He is throwing too astounding feats by iﬁ�ed for this September’s Do does not listen (when I try) to Fine-tuning: National javelin coach Uwe Hohn has been working on Shivpal Singh’s ‘block’ to often with the upper body dominating the smaller LAFC ha World championships and change this!” Hohn, the man improve his throwing. SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT * in front. umed training but the big defence and scoring when it he appears to be in a hurry to with the longest throw in his “If that happens, then question is whether he will counted the most for his be watching the 24yearold make the cut for the Tokyo tory, told The Hindu from locked in place. The block And it’s deﬁ�nitely not a lan his arm is too deep and be ready for this Septem second career MLS hat trick. closely. Olympics. Spala, Poland. “Annu also must work eﬃ�ciently for a guage problem,” said Hohn. there is stress on the shoul ber’s World champion “When you play against a rival like that, in a full does not listen, that is why good throw. Things appear to Shivpal, currently India’s “I thought I’d go for 85m in der and elbow. He started ships. she has been throwing only have improved, at least in leading javelin thrower with Better in training Finland but our coach has this way of throwing in If he is at his best, Nee stadium, I get pumped. I get adrenaline. This is considered 60m in the last few Shivpal’s case. Asian Games and Commom Has he sorted out Shivpal’s told me that it should not be 2017 and his history of raj has the potential to win to be the biggest game in the competitions.” “Shivpal is doing okay but wealth Games champion block? Is he comfortable with the focus now. He says so shoulder injury started India’s ﬁ�rstever Olympic league and I show up in the Blocking is the point dur he has little problems with Neeraj Chopra recovering the change in technique? “We mething like 82 or 83 will be then.” medal in athletics and the biggest games,” said ing which the thrower is in his right knee. Annu was in from elbow surgery, will be in will see during the competi good. “The block is a bit bet Neeraj, according to de country will be keen to see Ibrahimovic. AFP his delivery stance and the good shape but trying way action in the Motonet Grand tion, in training it is much ter now and my left hand is puty national coach Rad him back in action as soon nonthrowing side of the bo too hard and she does not lis Prix in Joensuu, Finland, on better at the moment,” said more close, earlier it was hakrishnan Nair, has res as possible. dy comes to a halt and is ten or follow our advice. Wednesday. And Hohn will Hohn. straight.” India’s consistent showing Overthrow rules may be Shiva Thapa claims gold Dortmund sinks Liverpool in US tour opener a good augury reviewed, First Indian boxer to do so at President’s Cup Press Trust of India CHICAGO Danish internationals Thomas says report New Delhi rejigging of Olympic divi sions, told PTI from Astana. Delaney and Jacob Bruun Clinching individual medals from Olympic events stands out Fourtime Asian medallist Thapa couldn’t make the Larsen scored second half Press Trust of India Shiva Thapa became India’s goals as Borussia Dortmund cut for the September World London ﬁ�rst goldmedallist at the handed Liverpool a 32 defeat SHOOTING The custodians of cricket President’s Cup boxing tour championships after losing in the trials to Common in the opening game of the Kamesh Srinivasan laws, Marylebone Cricket nament after getting a wal wealth Games silverwinner Premier League giants pre NEW DELHI Club (MCC) is likely to re kover in the ﬁ�nals in Astana, Manish Kaushik. season US tour on Friday. It has become a matter of view the overthrow rules in Kazakhstan on Saturday. Paco Alcacer was the other Thapa had defeated Kyr scorer. In sweltering heat at routine for India to top the the aftermath of the con Making his international medals table in the World gyzstan’s Argon Kadiribeku Notre Dame Stadium in South troversy that rocked the debut in the newlyintro Cups this season. ulu 41 in the lastfour stage Bend, Indiana, Bundesliga justconcluded World Cup duced Olympic category of bout. side Dortmund punished a Even as the president of ﬁ�nal between New Zealand 63kg, Thapa was to ﬁ�ght Ka rusty defensive display from the National Riﬂ�e Associa and England, a newspaper zakhstan’s Zakir Saﬁ�ullin in “Shiva had a great tourna the European champions, tion of India (NRAI), Ranin report said. the summit clash but his op ment, beating some really who were missing several star der Singh, is thrilled that the According to a report in ponent had to pull out due Shiva Thapa. * FILE PHOTO fancied opponents. It was players. AFP youngsters have topped the ‘The Sunday Times’, to injury. an impressive perfor medals table for the fourth On target: Esha Singh and Gaurav Rana who won the mixed air “There is a feeling at MCC Thapa had lost to Saﬁ�ullin ry has been easy to adapt. I mance,” said India’s High Algeria crowned Performance Director San AFCON champion year in a row in the Junior riﬂ�e bronze, with the Belarus and champion German teams in that overthrows are worth in the Asian Championship have not faced too much dif World Cup in Suhl, Germany, the Junior World Cup in Suhl, Germany. SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT* looking at when it next re semiﬁ�nal earlier this year. ﬁ�culty. tiago Nieva. CAIRO Baghdad Bounedjah's early it may have to be stressed views the laws of the game, Signing oﬀ� with a silver “Obviously there are chal Earlier, Sweety Boora goal propelled Algeria to a that the Indian men and wo events and should augur well cellent in winning the junior which is the responsibility medal was woman boxer lenges of facing boxers who (81kg) and Duryodhan Singh first Africa Cup of Nations men have absolutely been for the future of Indian women’s air riﬂ�e gold, ahead of the MCC Laws subcom Parveen (60kg) who lost her are coming from 64kg, given Negi (69kg) had ended their title in 29 years after a fiery brilliant in riﬂ�e and pistol in shooting. of Mehuli Ghosh who has mittee.” ﬁ�nal bout to local hope Rim their power but nothing is campaign with bronze me 10 victory over Senegal in New Delhi, Beijing and Mun Even though India was been shooting worldclass The overthrow rules ma Volosenko. impossible,” Thapa, a 60kg dals following semiﬁ�nal de Friday's final in Cairo. ich this year. No. 1 in the medals table, scores as a matter of routine drew MCC’s attention after “The new weight catego category boxer before the feats. Bounedjah’s deflected past It was in the ﬁ�tness of with 10 gold, nine silver and in almost every competition. New Zealand were left to Senegal goalkeeper Alfred things that 14yearold Esha ﬁ�ve bronze, the individual Asian junior champion rue a fortuitous, lastover Yash Vardhan and World ju Peaty eyes hattrick of world doubles Gomis gave Algeria a second Singh wound up the show for medals from the Olympic overthrow that went for mintue lead. The goal proved India by winning the bronze events, including the ones in nior champion Hriday Haza four after getting a deﬂ�ec to be enough for the 1990 medal in mixed air riﬂ�e with the mixed events, stand out. rika could not get the indivi tion of Ben Stokes’ bat to champions to lift the trophy on foreign soil for the first Gaurav Rana. It could have dual medals, but were able to win the mixed air riﬂ�e sil help England take the The Olympic champion sets sights on his 100m record been a better medal but for Icing on the cake match into Super Over and time. For Senegal, the long Aishwarya Pratap Singh To ver and bronze medals with the duo slipping in the se eventually lift the trophy Moses went unbeaten for ded the 24yearold, who is wait for a first continental cond qualiﬁ�cation phase af mar winning the junior Shreya Agrawal and Mehuli via boundary count. SWIMMING 10 years between 1977 and chasing a hattrick of world crown goes on as coach Aliou ter having topped the ﬁ�rst. men’s riﬂ�e 3position gold Ghosh respectively. Chasing New Zealand’s Agence France-Presse 1987 but Peaty chose a box doubles in the 50m and Cisse, the captain of the 2002 with a junior world record Ten medals including four 241 for 8, England needed Gwangju (South Korea) ing analogy to describe his 100m. “You almost have to runnersup, fell short again. AFP Rising to the occasion on the last day was the icing gold, in Olympic events, nine runs from the ﬁ�nal Britain’s Olympic swimming mindset going into the world turn it oﬀ�. I like going into Esha has done remarkably on the cake. without considering the three balls when a throw champion Adam Peaty will championships, which be those meets mentally fresh well to step it up on the inter Commonwealth Games team medals, is a strong by Martin Guptill deﬂ�ected channel his inner Mike Ty gins on Sunday in Gwangju, because by the time I get to Mortaza national stage, following her sweep in the women’s, ju gold medallist Anish Bhan wala was able to assert him statement by the Indian team. oﬀ� diving Stokes’ bat for a boundary. son as he looks to deliver a knockout blow to his world South Korea. “I think it was Mike Tyson the end of it I literally sleep for about a week.” ruled out of nior and youth gold medals in air pistol in the National self with the 25metre rapid ﬁ�re pistol gold, with an im The results: Mixed air pistol: 1. Germany Onﬁ�eld umpires Kumar Dharmasena and Marias title rivals next week. The double world record who said ‘The closer I get to the ring, I’m a god’ — and First up, Peaty takes aim at his 100m world record of Sri Lanka tour Championship in Thiruva nanthapuram last year. pressive margin. His 584 in qualiﬁ�cation (Andrea Katharine Heckner, Ro bin Walter) 16 (382, 571); 2. Be Erasmus awarded England awarded six runs in total. holder has not been beaten for ﬁ�ve years over 100m that really sticks in the think ing behind what I do,” said 57.10s on Monday. “That's my main motiva larus (Liubou Stralchonak, Ab Esha had also won the in should also be a good indica But former ICC Elite Pa breaststroke in major com Peaty. tion now — how do I get be dulAziz Kurdzi) 12 (383, 569); dividual silver in the junior tion of India’s bid to win the 3. India (Esha Singh, Gaurav Ra nel umpire Simon Taufel petitions — a streak rarely “The closer I get to a low that magic 57,” said the women’s air pistol, while Sa Olympic quota in the event, na) 16 (378, 573); 4. China (Li said as per the rules, the seen in sport and one that in world championships, the Briton, who has been ﬂ�irting rabjot Singh had won the with Adarsh Singh also press Xue, Wang Zhehao 14 (379, umpires should have vites comparison to the closer I get to an Olympics, with that mark in training. “I gold in the junior men’s air ing his claim. 571); 15. IndiaA (Priya Raghav, awarded England ﬁ�ve runs great American hurdler Ed that’s where my strength need to be in the right frame pistol. These are Olympic Elavenil Valarivan was ex Arjun Singh Cheema) 564. instead of six. Moses. really comes mentally,” ad of mind.” RACING Victorious Sermon bags main event Well Connected and Impavid to ﬁ�ght it out BENGALURU: Victorious Sermon (Sandesh up), won the Nawab M. Arshad Ali Khan Memorial Cup, Aleef (Md. Asif Khan) 3 and All By Myself (S. Shareef ) 4. 91/4, 3/4 and (Yash) 4. 31/2, Nose and Hd. 1m 07.10s. ₹� 32 (w), 13, 15 and 23 (p), 13/4. 1m 26.13s. ₹� 22 (w), 14, 12 and SHP: 37, THP: 60, FP: 85, Q: 53, BENGALURU: Well Connected and the feature event of the races held Impavid may fight out the finish 3 KOLKATA CUP (2,000m), rated 30 to 50, 4yo & over, 2 Hokkaido (9) Akshay K 54.5, 9. Nicollini (8) Trevor 54.5 and 10. 3. ANJEZE. here on Saturday ( July 20). The 39 (p), SHP: 31, THP: 73, FP: 52, Q: 26, Trinella: 323 and 304, Exacta: Trinella: 361 and 173, Exacta: 924 and 556. Favourite: Lagopus. Mortaza. * AP of the Kingfisher Ultra Derby Ban galore (2,000m), the stellar at 15: 1. Velocidad (8) Srinath 60, 2. Lycurgus (6) P.S. Chouhan 57.5, 3. Prayer () () 54.5. 1. NICOLLINI, 8 ADMIRAL HENRY JOHN ROUS TROPHY (1,200m), rated 75 & above, 510: 1. Kambaku (7) John winner is owned by Mr. Chirag V. Shah and trained by Vishal 3,702 and 1,375. Favourite: Three Wishes. Owners: Mr. M.A.M. Owner and Trainer: Mr. K. Pradeep Annaiah. ANI traction of the races to be held Nitromax (2) Akshay K 57, 4. 2. HOKKAIDO, 62.5, 2. Bold Command (4) Gaikwad. Ramaswamy Chettiar Of Chettinad Dubai here on Sunday ( July 21). There is be no false rails. Prince Charmo (5) M. Naveen 56.5, 5. Charmed Life (3) Trevor 3. SPEAKING OF STARS. Sandesh 60, 3. Star Carnation (3) Bhawani Singh 59, 4. Tororosso THE RESULTS Charitable Trust rep by. Mr. A.C. Muthiah. Trainer: S. Ganapathy. 7 ANGEL DUST TROPHY (1,200m), rated 30 to 50: COM- Bangladesh skipper Mash rafe Mortaza has been 1 INDIAN PATTERN COMMITTEE CUP (1,200m), rated 15 to 35, 1 56, 6. Rare Rhythm (7) T.S. Jodha 56, 7. Tanoura (1) Adarsh 54.5 and 6 B.T.C. ANNIVERSARY CUP (1,400m), 4yo & over, (Terms), 355: 1. Prevalent Force (6) S. Shareef 56, 5. Courage (2) Suraj 55.5, 6. Areca Legend (9) Ak 1 DELHI CUP (Div. II), (1,400m), rated 00 to 20: SOUTH BELL (Ir van) 1, Above The Rest (R. Manish) 4 K.N. GURUSWAMY MEMORIAL TROPHY (1,600m), rated 60 & MODUS (Trevor) 1, Mega Ikon (A. Imran) 2, Bernardini (Neeraj) 3 and 8. Flirting Eyes (4) Neeraj 51. Scarlet Princess (M. Prabhakaran) 15 pm: 1. Ramon (6) Arshad 60, 2. (11) Zervan 60, 2. Corfe Castle (5) shay K 53.5, 7. Bora Bora (10) P.S. 2, Purity (Antony) 3 and Winx (T.S. above: PSYCHIC FORCE (Zervan) 1, ruled out of the upcoming Constanza (4) Trevor 59.5, 3. 1. VELOCIDAD, Chouhan 52, 8. Saint Petersburg Jodha) 4. Not run: String Of Pearls. Ambrosio (Trevor) 2, Shesmyscript 4. Lnk, 41/4 and 5. 1m 12.25s. ₹� 26 Suraj 58, 3. Mauritania (10) David (w), 15, 32 and 19 (p), SHP: 61, THP: three—match ODI series Habanero (3) Noornabi 59.5, 4. 2. LYCURGUS, Allan 57, 4. Cavallo Veloce (8) A. (1) Trevor 50.5, 9. Aeisir (8) Neeraj 3/4, 21/4 and 23/4. 1m 27.09s. ₹� 81 (P.S. Chouhan) 3 and New Creation 3. RARE RHYTHM. 60, FP: 157, Q: 136, Trinella: 821 against Sri Lanka and in Kimera (8) Srinath 59, 5. She’s Imran 56.5, 5. La Rondine (2) Ak 50 and 10. Blue Blazer (5) Dhebe (w), 21, 24 and 14 (p), SHP: 56, THP: (Sandesh) 4. Lnk, 21/4 and 1. 1m and 270, Exacta: 13,141 and 15,018. Stylish (1) Vinod Shinde 57.5, 6. 50. 65, FP: 1,202, Q: 389, Trinella: 36.33s. ₹� 71 (w), 25, 14 and 21 (p), Mortaza’s absence, open ing batsman Tamim Iqbal Snow Queen (9) T.S. Jodha 56.5, 7. Aqua Blessing (7) Chetan K 56, 8. 4 MUMBAI CUP (1,400m), rated 45 to 65, 245: 1. Sakura (1) Ak shay K 60, 2. Multifaceted (2) Zer shay K 56.5, 6. Knotty Ash (1) Ant ony 53.5, 7. Automatic (7) P.S. Chouhan 52.5, 8. Brainstorm (12) 1. COURAGE, 2. ARECA LEGEND, 2,312 and 1,034, Exacta: 75,592 and 3,2396. Favourite: Purity. Owners: SHP: 37, THP: 46, FP: 178, Q: 106, Trinella: 725 and 342, Exacta: 1,498 Favourite: Commodus. Owners: Mr. K. Manoj Kumar, Manjri Horse Breed Farm Pvt Ltd, Mr. K. Shasha will lead the side. Jon Snow (5) Sai Vamshi 56 and 9. van 58, 3. Air Command (8) Suraj Yash 52.5, 9. Star Baron (4) Dhebe 3. AEISIR. Mr. Md. Minhaj Raza, Mr. N. Mohan and 663, Favourite: Ambrosio. Bindu Das and Mr. K. Kamesh. Red Indian (2) Nazerul 56. 57, 4. Nikandros (7) B. Harish 56, 52, 10. Auburn (6) Neeraj 51, 11. Reddy, Mr. B.K. Muralidhar and Mr. Owners: Ms. Ameeta Mehra, Mr. The right—arm pacer Trainer: Prasanna Kumar. picked up a left hamstring 1. CONSTANZA, 5. Psychic Warrior (10) Noornabi 55.5, 6. Turf Magic (3) Darshan Lady Legend (9) Trevor 50.5 and 12. Organic (3) Vinod Shinde 50.5. 9 HYDERABAD CUP (Div. II), (1,400m), rated 15 to 35, 550: Sharat Kumar. Trainer: Sharat Ku mar. Rienzie M.K. Edwards & Mrs. P.P.M. Edwards. Trainer: Darius. 8 CHENNAI CUP (Div. II), 2. KIMARA, 1. Blarney Stone (2) A. Ramu 60, injury during training, 3. AQUA BLESSING. 54.5, 7. Silver Dew (6) Bhawani 1. CORFE CASTLE, (1,100m), rated 15 to 35, 4yo & which was later revealed to Singh 54, 8. Corona Del Corsa (4) 2. LADY LEGEND, 2. Cosmic Feeling (8) Nazerul 60, 2 MYSORE CUP (1,200m), maiden 3yo only, (Terms): MZILIKAZI 5 NAWAB M. ARSHAD ALI KHAN MEMORIAL CUP (1,400m), 3yo over: GALVARINO (Trevor) 1, Col be a grade 1 tear, and it has 2 HYDERABAD CUP (Div. I), (1,400m), rated 15 to 35, 145: 1. Electra (2) Suraj 60, 2. Mus Antony 53.5, 9. Torsoro (5) R. Manish 53.5, 10. Akita Pro (9) Tre 3. KNOTTY ASH. 3. Lady Majestic (10) Akshay 60, 4. Skyfire (6) Vaibhav 60, 5. Stroke Of Genius (11) M. Naveen (Trevor) 1, Donna Bella (P.S. Chouhan) 2, Queen Regnant only, (Terms): VICTORIOUS SER- MON (Sandesh) 1, Gift Of Grace onel Harty (Rajesh K) 2, Command post (R. Manish) 3 and Admirable ruled him out of action for around three to four terion (10) Trevor 59.5, 3. King Of Shadows (5) Shobhan 58, 4. vor 52.5 and 11. Ice Floe (11) Sandesh 51. 7 KINGFISHER ULTRA DERBY BANGALORE (2,000m), 3yo only, (Terms), 430: 1. Impavid (4) 60, 6. Eco Friendly (9) Irvan 59, 7. Glorious Days (3) T.S. Jodha 59, 8. (Bhawani Singh) 3 and Mrs Thatcher (Sandesh) 4. 61/2, 4 and (Zervan) 2, Star Cavalry (Darshan) 3 and Breaking Bounds (Trevor) 4. (Irvan) 4. 8, 21/2 and 3/4. 1m 06.18s. ₹� 66 (w), 18, 99 and 12 (p), Amazing Angel (4) Chetan K 56.5, 1. MULTIFACETED, Truly Delightful (4) Ashok Kumar 2. 1m 12.61s. ₹� 13, (w), 11, 16 and 15 51/2, Lnk and 13/4. 1m 24.56. ₹� 49 SHP: 396, THP: 74, FP: 12,336, Q: weeks, International Crick Sandesh 56, 2. Knight Templar (5) 5. Crack Of Dawn (9) Sandesh 2. SAKURA, 58, 9. Lovely Sierra (5) A. Mer (p), SHP: 41, THP: 35, FP: 56, Q: 41, (w), 14, 12 and 59 (p), SHP: 32, THP: 1,711, Trinella: 59,147 (carried over) Zervan 56, 3. Malwa (1) P.S. et Council (ICC) reported. 56.5, 6. Andra King (1) P.S. 3. AKITA PRO. Chouhan 56, 4. Royal Crystal (3) chant 57.5, 10. Zala Princess (1) Trinella: 203 and 66, Exacta: 829 105, FP: 170, Q: 62, Trinella: 9,018 and 3,621, Exacta: 1,03,621 (carried and 470. Favourite: Mzilikazi. Own and 2,705, Exacta: 16,860 and over) and 44,409. Favourite: Com Tamim does have pre Chouhan 56, 7. Duxton (8) Neeraj 56, 5. Sir Supremo (2) Yash Rayan 57 and 11. Find (7) Antony vious international leader Jagadeesh 56, 8. Azeemki Prin cess (3) T.S. Jodha 55, 9. Black 5 MYSTICAL MILLION (1,600m), maiden 3yo, (Terms), 320: 1. Aachen (1) P.S. Chouhan 56, 2. 56, 6. Southern Ruler (6) Bhawani Singh 56, 7. Anjeze (7) Akshay K 55.5. 1. COSMIC FEELING, 2. BLARNEY ers: Five Stars Shipping Co. Pvt Ltd rep by. Mr. K.N. Dhunjibhoy & 4,598. Favourite: Mystic Bay. Owner: Mr. Chirag V. Shah. mandpost. Owners: Mr. Gautam Basapa, Mr. Apana Subaiya P, Mrs. ship experience, as he lead hawk (11) Neeraj 55, 10. Mr Darashaw Bloodstock Pvt Ltd rep Trainer: Vishal Gaikwad. Poojya Prashanth and Mr. Prem Manzoni (4) Sandesh 56, 3. 54.5, 8. Cosmic Ray (8) Suraj 54.5, STONE, 3. STROKE OF GENIUS. by. M/s. Keki D. Mehta and Dara K. Kumar Menon. Trainer: Prasanna the Tigers in one Test in Humble (7) Darshan 55 and 11. Fir Mighty Red (6) Darshan 56, 4. 9. Hunt For Gold (9) Trevor 54.5 Day’s best: ELECTRA New Zealand in 2017 fol ing Line (6) S.A. Amit 53. North Winds (3) Yash 56, 5. Sir Lancelot (5) Neeraj 56, 6. Speak and 10. Well Connected (10) David Allan 54.5. Double: CONSTANZA — MULTIFA- Mehta. Trainer: P. Shroff. 6 CHENNAI CUP (Div. I), (1,100m), rated 15 to 35, 4yo & over: LAGOPUS (Tauseef ) 1, Bold Kumar. Jackpot: ₹� 70,964 (11 tkts); Runner 3 1. ELECTRA, CETED DELHI CUP (Div. I), (1,400m), lowing an injury to then— 2. CRACK OF DAWN, ing Of Stars (7) Zervan 56, 7. 1. WELL CONNECTED, Jkt: 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9; Tr (i): 1, 2 and rated 00 to 20: THREE WISHES Runner (Sandesh) 2, Charmaine up: 3,636 (92 tkts); Treble (i): 1,690 captain Mushﬁ�qur Rahim. 3. MUSTERION. Streaming Gold (2) Suraj 56, 8. 2. IMPAVID, 3; (ii): 4, 5 and 6; (iii): 7, 8 and 9. (Sandesh) 1, Honey Trap ( John) 2, (Trevor) 3 and Simply Magical (19 tkts); (ii): 356 (172 tkts). CM A ND-NDE https://t.me/SSC4Exams YK https://t.me/Banking4Exams https://t.me/UPSC4Exams https://t.me/TheHindu_Zone_official EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE 20 LIFE EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE DELHI THE HINDU SUNDAY, JULY 21, 2019 IN BRIEF Venice Film Critics’ Week to open with animated ﬁ�lm from India Set on the streets of Mumbai, Bombay Rose moves from real life to fantasy, accompanied by muchloved Bollywood songs NAMRATA JOSHI Paperboat Studios over the emerged on the internation ways wanted to paint stories Mumbai last two years to bring this al stage with an animated about people who live and Gitanjali Rao’s Bombay Rose piece of beautiful cinema to short, Printed Rainbow, love on the streets of Bom YouTube ﬁ�ned over kids’ will be the ﬁ�rst Indian anima life,” said producer Rohit which premiered in Cannes bay, never becoming success data privacy breach tion ﬁ�lm to open the Venice Khattar of Cinestaan in a Critics Week 2006 (and won stories. Yet, their struggle for SAN FRANCISCO International Film Critics’ press statement. the Kodak Discovery Award, survival makes heroes out of YouTube has reached a Week. A Cinestaan Film Petite Rail d’Or and Prix Du them. This is the city with its multimillion-dollar settlement with the U.S. Company production, the ‘Love letter’ Jeune). It went on to win 25 cast of unsung heroes and Federal Trade Commission handpainted animation ﬁ�lm He described the ﬁ�lm as “a awards and was shortlisted heroines that I want to share over alleged violations of is written, designed and di stunning love letter to Mum for the Oscars in 2008. with the world and [this is] children’s data privacy after rected by Ms. Rao and marks bai and its people”. Her ﬁ�ve independently why I started this labour of an investigation found the her feature ﬁ�lm debut. The “A chronicle of the people produced animated shorts — love six years ago,” said Ms. website improperly August 29 screening will who migrate from small Blue, Orange, Printed Rain- Rao. collecting children’s data. IANS mark the world premiere of towns, seeking minimal life bow, Chai and True Love Sto- This year, the Venice ﬁ�lm the ﬁ�lm. in the maximum city”, the ry — have been to over 150 in festival takes place from Au The Venice International ﬁ�lm is based on true events Magical lines: A still from Bombay Rose and, right, Gitanjali Rao. * SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT ternational ﬁ�lm festivals and gust 27 to September 7. Film Critics’ Week is an inde and “explores the ruthless received more than 30 Bombay Rose is copro pendent, parallel section or ness of a society where the renowned for, it is about a streets of Mumbai, it moves cate dream worlds are in awards. duced with Film d’Ici and ganized by the National Un love and life that reign on the red rose bringing together from real life to fantasy, ac spired from the rich and was delivered at Mumbai ion of Italian Film Critics big screen can crush you in three tales — love between companied by much loved varied folk art styles of India. Struggle for survival based Paperboat Animation during the Venice Interna its mean streets,” he said. two ﬂ�ower sellers, love bet Bollywood songs. Critically acclaimed for She describes Bombay Rose Studios. Working creatively tional Film Festival. Painted painstakingly and ween two women, and the The depiction of urban her debut as an actor last as a story about simple peo alongside Ms. Rao was ac “It has been our privilege passionately, frame by love of an entire city for its reality is done in a documen year, Ms. Rao is a selftaught ple with their simple yet im claimed sound designer P.M. Mt. Etna, Italy’s biggest to work with Gitanjali and frame, something Ms. Rao is Bollywood stars. Set on the tary style, whereas the intri animator and ﬁ�lmmaker who possible dreams. “I have al Satheesh. live volcano, erupts ROME Italy’s Mount Etna, Europe’s biggest live volcano, erupted overnight with lava flows and explosions, volcanologists Russian website oﬀ�ering ‘paid’ Paris show gives the humble research authorship under probe back its place in the limelight said on Saturday. The eruption forced the closure of two airports in Sicily’s second-biggest city of Catania. AFP Traces hooks and closures on women’s attire down the ages 73 of the 344 papers oﬀ�ered for sale are from journals based in India Agence France-Presse R. Prasad clear if individuals parted customers who have paid”. Paris Chennai with money. But it does provide informa The humble back of the hu An “online marketplace” It is also unclear if any tion about journal disci man body is almost never claiming to facilitate sale and papers have actually been plines, country of publica seen in fashion images, for purchase of authorships for published, or if the Russian tion, the number of authors gotten amid the focus on the Will call Swedish PM research papers that have website is just an online per paper, short description front and faces. about A$AP: Trump been accepted for publica scam operation. of the article and if the jour A new Paris exhibition, WASHINGTON tion in scientiﬁ�c journals has nal is indexed in Scopus and/ however, aims to redress U.S. President Donald Trump said he would call Swedish been brought to light by the First-author fee or Web of Science. this imbalance, with visitors Prime Minister Stefan Lofven Web of Science, part of Lon The cost of ﬁ�rst authorship is “The primary transaction being confronted by manne about American rapper A$AP donbased Clarivate Analyt highest and reduces for the appears to be authorto quins with their backs Rocky (in picture), who has ics, which provides analyti successive authors. The cost author (with the owners of turned. been detained in Sweden over cal services to journals and of ﬁ�rst authorship varies the service presumably tak The exhibition, organised a street brawl case. “So many innovation companies. third or more authorships from $285 to $1,222. ing a cut) but beyond allow by the Palais Galliera fashion people would like to see this An investigation by the are for sale. Papers with ﬁ�ve potential ing postacceptance changes museum, is showing at the Watch me: A dress by German fashion designer Karl Lagerfeld quickly resolved!” Mr. Trump company showed that a Rus Of the 344 papers where authors have been listed, in the author lists, it’s not Bourdelle Museum amid its is featured as part of the new exhibition in Paris. AFP * tweeted. REUTERS sian website authorships are for sale, 73 although the norm is to have clear to what extent journal famous collection of plaster (http://123mi.ru) claims to fa are from journals based in three or four. editors or publishers are statues. Curators say one of At the end of the 15th cen of the 20th century. A more cilitate the fraudulent publi India. Venezuela has the se “The articles have been aware of, or involved in this the aims of the exhibition is tury, lacing appeared on the recent “back fashion scan cation. Retraction Watch cond highest number of pap accepted for publication in enterprise,” Nandita Quade to explore the relationship backs of women of all social dal” occurred in June 2018, blog was the ﬁ�rst to report ers at 54, followed by the journals that are allegedly in ri, editorinchief of Web of with the back through the classes. Without the luxury when U.S. First Lady Mela the scam. U.S. (38), Russia (33) and Pa dexed. We do not know the Science said in a July 17, complex fastenings imposed of chambermaids, peasant nia Trump visited a camp for A Google translation of kistan (28). identity of the authors or 2019, letter to Natalie Ridge on women throughout histo women had to ask their undocumented immigrant the claims on the Russian Although there are a few journals… We are investigat way, executive oﬃ�cer of the ry as a symbol of brothers, fathers or hus children at the Mexican bor website says, “We sell publi dozen papers listed from ing and trying to identify the Committee on Publication submission. bands for help. der. The words on the back cations of ﬁ�nished articles in these countries, it is not journals. We will take appro Ethics (COPE), a nonproﬁ�t Excluding the straitjacket, Hookandeye closure ap of her parka sent a powerful Scientists develop AI to Scopus and Web of Science clear how many journals are priate action,” Amy Bourke that promotes integrity in re no men’s clothing item has peared in the 18th century, message: “I really don’t curb ‘deepfake’ videos journals (articles written and allegedly open to such a Waite, External Communica search and publication. ever fastened at the back. corsets arrived in the 19th care, do you?” NEW DELHI A team of Indian-origin accepted in journals; sold in practice. tions Director, Web of “I wanted to bring this to But women’s clothing often century and closed in front, According to the organis researchers in California has parts or in whole).” There is also no conﬁ�rma Science Group, Clarivate your attention early as you has been, leaving them in a laced at the back. ers of the Paris exhibition, developed a system driven by It asks researchers to part tion of the site’s claim that Analytics, said in an email to may want to warn COPE position of dependence. A landmark moment modern society is obsessed artificial intelligence to with hundreds of dollars to the journals are indexed in The Hindu. members of this activity as “Anatomically, the body is came when Rita de Acosta with people’s faces while the identify altered content at become authors of papers Scopus or Web of Science or The website does not soon as possible and per not made to put its arms be Lydig, a highﬂ�ying Ameri back is more a reminder of the pixel level. The team is that they never worked on, whether they are predatory mention the name of the haps take this opportunity to hind the back. Fastening at can socialite, caused a scan our limitations. currently working on still promising deﬁ�nite publica or standard journals. journals or the title of the share best practice guide the back is unnatural,” said dal by showing oﬀ� her bare “Our back is the only part images which will eventually tion and indexing. Although the website 344 papers. It says that the lines regarding postaccep Alexandre Samson, curator back in a simple black dress of ourselves that we don’t help them detect “deepfake” The website lists 344 arti claims that certain author names of the journals and tit tance changes to author of the exhibition which runs at the Metropolitan Opera in see and that others do,” Mr. videos. IANS cles for which ﬁ�rst, second, ships had been sold, it is not les will be “available only to lists,” she said. until November 17. New York in the early years Samson said. Beauty ﬁ�rms cash in on New species of shark CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC On an adventure Thailand’s giant snails squirts clouds of light Mucus said to have antiageing element It was found in the Gulf of Mexico Agence France-Presse slime was very intense be Associated Press Nayok cause the snails eat everyth NEW ORLEANS Giant snails, once loathed ing, including vegetables, A pocketsized pocket shark by Thailand’s rice farmers grains and even mush found in the Gulf of Mexico for eating the buds of new rooms... producing good has turned out to be a new crops, are now more valua quality slime,” Mr. Kitpong species. The shark has light-emitting ble than gold to some cos said, explaining that the mu The pouches near its cells dotted on its belly. AP * metic ﬁ�rms. cus can be used to heal sun front ﬁ�ns squirt little glow The precious slime is pa burn and wounds. ing clouds into the ocean, “You have this tiny little tiently “milked” from the Although no scientiﬁ�c scientists said. Researchers bulbous luminescent shark glands of the snail by drip studies have been done on from around the Gulf and in cruising around in the ping water over it using a pi the curative qualities of snail New York have named the world’s oceans and we pette. Its raw form is sold to serum and slime, the global species the American pock know nothing about them,” Aden International, a Thai snail beauty market is esti et shark, or Mollisquama said Mr. Grubbs, expresi landbased cosmetics com mated to be $314 million big, mississippiensis. dent of the American Elas pany that ships its products according to research group It is only the third out of mobranch Society of scien to Korea and the U.S. Coherent Market Insights. more than 500 known shark tists who study sharks, Somkamol Manchun, species that may squirt lu skates and rays. who is an expert in the pur Extra cash minous liquid, said R. Dean Like the only other 16 iﬁ�cation process of the se “Farmers used to throw the Grubbs, a Florida State Un inch pocket shark known to rum, said snail mucus con snails on the road or in the iversity scientist who was science, this 5.6inch new tains collagen and elastin rivers. But now they sell not involved in the research. born male ﬁ�shed out of the which “can make skin ﬁ�rm them to me to earn extra He said the other two are Gulf has a pouch next to with less wrinkles”. It also money,” said Phatinisiri the previously known pock each front ﬁ�n. The lumines helps in healing the skin, Thangkeaw. Flying out: Astronauts Andrew Morgan, Alexander Skvortsov and Luca Parmitano prepare for the launch to the International et shark and the taillight cence might conceal the she said. With her 1,000 snails, the Space Stati on the 50th anniversary of the Apollo 11 moon landing on Saturday. REUTERS * shark, which has a similar shark from prey or from Aden was started three teacher makes an extra $320 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC gland near its tail. predators, scientists said. years ago as a business solu to $650 a month. tion to the snail infestation “Many people are doing Ukraine museum showcases ‘election trash’ in Nakhon Nayok, said foun snail farms now so the com der Kitpong Puttarathuva petition is high,” Ms. Phati nun. “We found that our nisiri said. Display highlights questionable practices ahead of snap polls in the country Associated Press “The Museum of Election president in 2014. The “elec election being widely called KIEV Trash”, was put together toral trash” collection also “Battle of the Clones”, with A Darth Vader costume, ahead of the country’s snap highlights candidates’ eﬀ�orts candidates mimicking the re playground equipment, pas parliamentary elections on to inﬂ�uence voters through cently elected President Vo tries and boxes of food are Sunday. gifts, with exhibits including lodymyr Zelenskiy, also a part of an exhibit at Uk Ukraine is characterised colourful equipment for a former TV comic, and his raine’s National History Mu by lively election campaigns town playground that one Servant of the People party. seum displaying the colour unlike neighbouring Russia. candidate provided to voters Mr. Zelenskiy starred in a ful behaviour and One of the candidates in this before an election, along show with the same name sometimequestionable year’s election is Darth Vik with pastries and boxes of and later launched his party. practices that characterise torovich Vader, who is run foodstuﬀ�s. This time, he has urged vo Snail hacks: The serum of a snail is milked at a farm in Nakhon the country’s elections. ning for a seat in Odessa. The Star Wars theme con ters to be careful not to vote Nayok province in Thailand. AFP * The exhibition, called Another Darth Vader ran for tinues this year with the for ‘copycats’. CM https://t.me/SSC4Exams YK https://t.me/Banking4Exams https://t.me/UPSC4Exams 
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